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PREFACE,

A SMALL pamphlet, bearing the title of

the present work, was a few years ago

put forward by the author, and contained

the germ of the essay now offered to the

public. The principles which it enunciated

are more fully explained, and are more ex-

tensively carried out in the following pages

than were allowed by the limits of the

former publication. Much matter that is

altogether new has, moreover, been here in-

troduced, and some topics are discussed

which were not embraced by the pamphlet

in question. On the other hand, a portion

of the matter contained in the previous work

has been omitted in the present treatise.
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VI PREFACE

The author has, however, much pleasure

in availing himself of this opportunity to

acknowledge with gratitude the kindness

and liberality with which the production

alluded to was received ; and it is most

satisfactory to him to be able to announce

the decided advancement of the principles

which he endeavoured to enunciate, the

truth of which has now been assented to by

so many independent authorities of extensive

influence and high intelligence. The cor-

rectness and value of the theory which he

has propounded have been admitted by

some of the leading organs of the press, by

whom the principles of the work in question

were candidly and dispassionately discussed.

Several newspapers and periodicals of op-

posite politics and opinions noticed the

publication in the most liberal manner, and

in very favourable terms, and by certain of

them the adoption of its proposals has been

directly and powerfully urged.

With influential personages of different
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parties the author has also been brought

into communication, and has received from

them the most satisfactory assurances of

their approval of his sentiments. And a

very able and eloquent statesman, Sir

James Graham, in his speech to his con-

stituents at Carlisle, soon after the pamphlet

alluded to had appeared, not only echoed the

sentiments of the writer, but in nearly the

same words.

Petitions to both Houses of Parliament, to

which were attached the signatures of several

of the most distinguished scientific, literary,

and professional men of the present day,

praying for the adoption, in any scheme of

Parliamentary Reform, of principles in ac-

cordance with and based upon those here

maintained, were some time ago presented,

and called forth very interesting debates.

Moreover, certain of the leading statesmen

of each party have avowed their conviction

of the necessity of some plan similar to that
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propounded by the author of the present

work being ultimately adopted.

The most important and the most satis-

factory test, however, of the real progress of

the principles which the author is desirous of

maintaining, is the direct acknowledgment

of their correctness, and, to a certain extent,

the actual adoption of them, in the last

measure introduced into Parliament by Go-

vernment on the subject of Parliamentary

Reform, in which several of the proposals

here made were embodied.

While the conclusions at which the writer

has arrived are deduced from an investiga-

tion of the first principles of political govern-

ment, and of parliamentary representation ;

exactly similar conclusions have been ob-

tained through an inquiry into the practical

working of our present representative system,

by a gentleman of great talent and extensive

experience, Mr. A. G. Stapleton, in a work

entitled,
"
Suggestions for a Conservative and

Popular Reform of the House of Commons."
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Another very able and excellent pamphlet

has since been put forward by Sir Eardley

Wilmot, Bart., entitled,
"
Parliamentary Re-

form. A Letter to Richard Freedom, Esq.,

on the Redistribution, Extension, and Purifi-

cation of the Elective Franchise," in which,

by reference to statistical details, the prac-

ticability of a part of the plan proposed, both

in the pamphlet alluded to by the author of

these pages, and in the work of Mr.

Stapleton, is satisfactorily proved.

It is highly gratifying to the author to

be able to record that this very important

and interesting subject has hitherto been

discussed in a spirit of candour, moderation,

and liberality which is well worthy of it, but

which few other questions of corresponding

magnitude have been so fortunate as to

obtain. Of the steady if not speedy advance-

ment, and ultimate triumph, of the prin-

ciples here propounded, he feels confident

that their followers may now feel secure.
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THE

TKTJE THEOKY

OP

REPKESENTATION IN A STATE.

ERRORS in matters of government, and in legisla-

tion more especially, have generally arisen not so

much from following a wrong principle, as from

proceeding without the adoption of any principle

whatever. If wrong principle has produced its

errors by thousands, the absence of all principle

has produced its errors by tens of thousands. A
vessel guided by an indifferent chart, or directing

its course by the planets, which are occasionally

obscured, is more likely to steer correctly than one

proceeding entirely in the dark and having no

principle of guidance whatever. The course of

the former may be sometimes wrong, but that of

the latter will be seldom if ever right.

Questions of legislation are necessarily of them-

selves matters of importance. Of all legislative
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2, FIRST PRINCIPLES.

questions, those which relate to the form and con-

stitution of political bodies are of the first magni-
tude

;
and such as concern the regulation of the

representative system of any State bear most

directly upon the welfare and the interests of the

people. On subjects of this nature it is, therefore,

of the utmost consequence that the guiding prin-

ciples should be certain, and that they should

be correct. The two leading defects ordinarily

attendant both on the framing and the discus-

sion of the different great legislative and consti-

tutional measures of the present day, appear to

be the neglecting to consider them as regards their

first principles, and the want of a sufficiently com-

prehensive view of the matter.

It may seem, indeed, to many, to be a task of no

mean difficulty to determine and define what the

representative body of a great and civilised nation

ought to consist of, and above all of what it should

be the representative, and what interests should

there predominate and obtain the leading influ-

ence : whether the whole nation should be thus

represented, with all its interests together and

equally ;
or whether certain only of those interests

should exercise influence in the legislative council.

If we compare the State to the man, as has,

indeed, been finely and philosophically done by

Plato, where he has been followed, moreover, by
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some of the greatest and most profound political

writers and philosophers, both in ancient and

modern times, we may, without adopting Platon-

ism, have afforded to us the most comprehensive

and just view of the real nature and operation

of the various contradictory influences, energies,

and powers, which are existent in, and conduce to

the development and discipline of each. Thus the

higher faculties of the soul, and its purer aspira-

tions, which in the man ought to exercise the pre-

dominant influence, he compares to the influence of

the wisest and best men in the commonwealth, while

the dominion of the appetites and passions he assi-

milates to mob rule. Wisdom alone, he tells us, is

entitled to and capacitated for the supreme govern-

ment, just as reason is the monarch of the mind.

And, as in the man, the passions and lower im-

pulses of our nature should ever be subjugated to

the intellect and the moral sense, so in a State,

intelligence and virtue should predominate over

folly and licentiousness.*

Aristotle, too, however varying from Plato,Vhom
he appears to take every opportunity of contradict-

ing, agrees with him in all that is essential to the

theory advanced by him, and here contended to be

the only correct principle, that the higher interests

and influences in the State, those of virtue and

*
Republic, b. ii. vii. ix.
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4 CONSTITUTIONAL AUTHORITIES ON THE

intelligence, ought ever to predominate, whether

as regards its general constitution or its represen-

tative body. Of Aristotle's Treatise on Politics,

that great philosopher and liberal politician, Locke,

remarks, after referring to his own mode of treat-

ing the question of Government, "Aristotle is

allowed a master in this science, and few enter

into this consideration of Government without

reading his Politics."* Aristotle, like Plato, com-

pares the State to the man, and with him contends

for the supremacy of the higher influences only

in both, and asserts that the same energies and

habits constitute the happiness both of individuals

and of nations. As regards the influence of

numbers being allowed to be the predominating in-

terest in the State, he tells us that as the majority

of the people are poor, their justice will therefore

be rapacity ;
and that as the majority are ignorant,

their policy therefore will be folly. That they are

influenced by impetuous passions, and are there-

fore unfit to be intrusted with the government.f

But neither, on the other hand, does he contend

for the supremacy of the rich alone. Excessive

wealth and excessive poverty, he says, are equally

productive of that restless temper which subverts

laws and ruins States.J He consequently declares

* Letter to Mr. King. | Politics, b. iv.

B. vi.
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that those are the best commonwealths wherein

men of moderate fortunes abound and exercise

influence, and such a wise legislator should en-

deavour to secure. In another part
* he tells us

that " Governments are good and nations happy
in proportion to the preponderancy of the middle

ranks, and their ability to defy the pride and

oppression of the great, as well as to resist the

rapacity and malignity of the vulgar." But he

also states, what is peculiarly applicable to the

present crisis, that "Governments are invariably

liable to be shaken when the natural influence

of wealth or of nobility is resisted by the weight of

numbers, and the independence of industry."f In

the succeeding book he inquires,
" How is the

regard due to property, a thing essential to the

existence of States, to be reconciled with the

interest of the people at large, and the rights of

the majority ?
"
J He then contends forcibly

against the influence of numbers being allowed to

prevail over that of wealth, as destructive at once

of the existence of the State.

Locke, indeed, in his " Treatise of Government,"

does appear, at first sight, to favour the theory

which is the one opposite to that which I am en-

deavouring to establish, and to hold the opinion

that the mere numerical majority in a nation,

* B. vii. f Ibid. j Ibid.
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without reference to the influences of property

or intelligence, ought to predominate in the govern-

ment of a state. He says,
u Men being by nature

all free, equal, and independent, no one can be put

out of this estate, and subjected to the political

power of another without his own consent, which

is done by agreeing with other men to join and

unite into a community When any

number of men have so consented to make one

community or government, they are thereby pre-

sently incorporated, and make one body politic,

ivherein the majority have a right to act and

conclude the rest."* But it is to be borne in

mind that he is treating here only of the first for-

mation of a political society, and not of framing

for it a settled form of government. In the con-

stitution for Carolina, which was drawn up by this

great philosopher, so far from universal suffrage

being contemplated, or the votes of the majority

being allowed to bind the nation, he proposed to

confer the electoral franchise on those only who

had a certain interest in the land.f

Our great constitutional writer, Sir William

Blackstone, speaks of the House of Commons as the

representative body not merely of the people at

large, who, all will admit, ought to have a very
* Treatise of Government, part ii. c. viii.

j Locke's Works, vol. x.
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considerable influence in its election, but as in-

tended to represent also the different great interests

of the State. The Commons, he says, consist of all

such men of any property in the kingdom as have

not seats in the House of Lords, every one ofwhich

has a -voice in Parliament, either personally or by
his representatives. In a free state, every man,

says the Commentator, who is supposed a free agent,

ought to be, in some measure, his own governor,

and therefore a part at least of the whole legislative

power should reside in the whole body of the

people. The counties are therefore represented by

knights elected by the proprietors of lands
;
the

cities and boroughs are represented by citizens and

burgesses, chosen by the mercantile part, or sup-

posed trading interest, of the nation.*

Paley also takes the same view as regards the

constitution of the representative assembly of the

nation, and its object being to represent not merely

numbers, but the various great and leading in-

terests in the state. He says, that, by annexing

the right of voting for members of the House of

Commons to different qualifications in different

places, each order and profession of men in the

community become virtually represented ;
that is,

men of all orders and professions, statesmen, cour-

tiers, country gentlemen, lawyers, merchants, ma-

*
Commentaries, vol. i. b. i. c ii.
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nufacturers, soldiers, sailors, interested in the pros-

perity, and experienced in the occupation of their

respective professions, obtain seats in Parliament.

And that the elections, at the same time, are so

connected with the influence of landed property,

as to afford a certainty that a considerable number

of men of great estates will be returned to Parlia-

ment
;
and are also so modified, that men the most

eminent and successful in their respective pro-

fessions are the most likely, by their riches, or

the weight of their stations, to prevail in these com-

petitions.*

Similar views are expressed, and the principle

here advocated is upheld, by that profound philo-

sophical writer and distinguished politician, Burke,

who tells us that nothing is a due and adequate

representation of a State that does not represent

its ability as well as its property. And in answer

to the inquiry,
" Whether twenty-four millions

ought to prevail over two hundred thousand ?
"
he

replies,
"
True, if the constitution of a kingdom be

a problem of arithmetic." He adds :
" The pro-

perty of France does not govern it: of course

property is destroyed, and rational liberty has no

existence." f

Such is the constitutional theory of a represen-

* Moral Philosophy, vol. ii. b. vi.

| Reflections on the French Revolution.
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tative system propounded by these different great

writers and political philosophers, where, however

varying from one another on many poirfts, they all

agree in the necessity of making the leading in-

terest of the State, and not the mere will of the

majority of the populace, the predominating in-

fluence.

In opposition, however, to the doctrines here

maintained, and according to the theory of many
in the present day, as developed both in. the

Keform Act and in the principles propounded by
them ; the only legitimate interest and influence in

the representative body of the nation is that of

numbers, which alone are contended to form the

real representative element in a free State, and

which ought, we are told, to prevail in legislation

on all matters, whether relating to property or to

persons. The general and leading interests of the

State, according to this creed, ought to have no

influence in the House of Commons.

The main question, therefore, now at issue,

which it is my present object to raise, and which it

appears extraordinary has not before been mooted,

is this. Ought interests, or ought numbers only, to .

form the representative element in a State ? The *

cry of the mob, and the principle of the Reform

Act, go to establish the latter doctrine. In oppo-

sition to them I, however, venture humbly to
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submit to the candid reader that the former is the

true and the real constitutional theory of represen-

tation.

Although I do not deny the right of the people

to representation, arid to a full, and fair, and direct

representation in the House of Commons
; yet, on

the other hand, I do also contend that the interest

of numbers, or what is vulgarly termed the voice

of the million, is not the only interest, but merely

one out of the several, which ought to exercise in-

fluence in the representative assembly of the nation.

It was some time ago declared upon very high

authority *, and very general assent has, I believe,

been given to the proposition, that a measure may
be legitimately passed through the House of

Commons, though the opinion of a numerical ma-

jority of the nation is directly against it. And, in

support of this doctrine, it may be observed that,

of the whole nation, probably one half at least

understand nothing of the nature or merits of the

question. Ought, then, their voices to overpower

the opinions and votes of those who are acquainted

with the matter ? Moreover, the higher and more

complicated any question is, the less likely is it to

be understood by the mass of the people. Which,

then, should the Legislature adopt, the opinion of the

* Lord Aberdeen's Speech in the House of Lords on the

Ecclesiastical Titles Bill, July, 1851.
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majority who do not, or of the minority who do, un-

derstand the question ? If the Legislature is bound

to adopt the opinion of the majority, then error may
be the proper basis of legislation, and a vast saving

of valuable public time might be forthwith effected

by altogether dispensing with argument and debate.

But if the opinion of a minority who understand

the question is to prevail, what becomes of the

theory that the voice of the multitude is the only

fair representation of the State ? If, however, the

influence of numbers is not the legitimate represen-

tative element of a nation, what is ? Can any

voice be more mildly deliberative, any mind more

intelligent, than that of the mob ? This question

shall be answered presently, when we come to

analyse the different interests, and to define the

real representative elements of a State.

Again, it may very often happen with regard to

any particular measure which is in course of dis-

cussion, that the people will consider it only as to

its general and theoretical, without at all regard-

ing it as to its particular and practical, application.

The Free-trade question affords us a case exactly

in point. It may be admitted, for the sake of illus-

tration, that the opinion of the majority of the

nation was decidedly in favour of what is almost

an undeniable proposition, that Free-trade in the

abstract is a most desirable thing. But it does not
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necessarily follow from this that the more im-

portant question the only question, indeed, ap-

plicable to the late measure whether a uniform

system of free-trade could be established in this

country, shackled as we are by an enormous

national debt and the negative of which many
will hold to be as certain as the positive of the

other should be so decided. Indeed, one of

these questions would, in many instances be dis-

cussed, and be determined without or independent

of the other, and but a very small arid insignificant

minority would view them both together, which

is nevertheless the only satisfactory and correct

mode of dealing with the subject. Ought, then,

the voice of the majority, who may not have con-

sidered this, or any other measure in its true light,

to bind the opinion of the minority, who have so

discussed it ? If not, what becomes of the prin-

ciple that the voice of the multitude ought to be

the predominant authority in the State ?

It is just possible, indeed, that if the question

was to be submitted to the whole body of the

nation whether the funded property of the country,

and that of the Church, should at once be con-

fiscated, and applied in the discharge of the

national debt, or distributed among the populace,

a decisive majority of the people, on the nation

being polled out, might at some period be found to
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vote in the affirmative
; and, according to the

modern theory of representation, the question

would be fairly settled by recourse to this mode.

I hold mobs, with every respect for them, to be

remarkably bad tutors as to the first principles of

government, though often very useful instructors

as to their practical operation. But I am also

persuaded that, whatever even Plato may have

urged to the contrary, speculative philosophers

would make nearly as bad rulers of the State as the

august mobility itself. The former would be as

deficient in practical knowledge, as the latter would

be ignorant of the principles of government.

Nevertheless, I have the greatest respect, nay
even regard, for mobs, especially for British mobs. I

admire them for their genuine honesty of purpose,

and for the hearty resolution with which they

support their views. Possibly, they may occa-

sionally be deficient in refined taste
;
and they are

often wanting in courtesy towards those from

whom they differ. But this militates nothing

against their constitutional value. The great

defect in them is their extreme gullibility. They
are ever apt to be the dupes of designing agitators ;

and their very honesty disarms them of suspicion

towards others.

But, although I would trust a mob never to

elect a statesman who was known to be corrupt, or
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who was an avowed supporter of proved abuses, I

dare not intrust it with nice matters of legislation.

Many an honest cobbler who is an adept in all that

appertains to his last, would make a bungling
business of mending a watch. So is it with the

mob, which is valuable only as an integral part of

the State. As such, however, it ought always to

be kept in its own proper sphere. A mob is no more

fitted to rule the nation (as many of its leaders

desire that it should do, or rather that they should

do so for it and under its supposed guidance) than

a railway porter, though most useful in his way,

and very valuable as a portion of the establishment,

is qualified to manage the steam-engine which draws

the train.

Nor does it by any means necessarily follow that

any particular body of the people should be entitled

to have in their hands the representative influence,

although they may be not only numerous, but also

intelligent and industrious. The thieves arid pick-

pockets of London are a very numerous, a most in-

telligent, and a particularly industrious body of men.

No formal complaint, however, has as yet been

made to Parliament that they are not adequately re-

presented there. And it is due to them to state

that there is no doubt that, if they were so repre-

sented, great ameliorations in our criminal code

might through their aid be effected.
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The principle that numbers and not interests

form the only true element of representation, has

been applied to the reform of corporations as well

as of the House of Commons, and, as might have

been expected, with a corresponding degree of

success. Interests of various kinds, principally

those of property and commerce, were, in what we

must conclude to be a very dark period of our

history, entrusted to the management of persons

only of a certain class. Until recently a vulgar

prejudice had infused itself into the national mind

that people of education and property were the

most fit to administer trusts of a difficult nature

where property was concerned. This unfounded

and insidious delusion was happily expelled by the

Municipal Reform Act, which conferred on numbers,

and in many cases on ignorance and indigence, the

care of interests which had been usurped by those

who had most at stake, and who were of superior

intelligence.

The error in this case, doubtless a very grievous

one, was not in allowing the people at large to have

a voice and a vote in the affairs of, and a proper

degree of control over, municipal corporations, to

which they were clearly and absolutely consti-

tutionally entitled
;
but in taking the legislative

and judicial functions out of the hands of those

who by property and education were most fitted to
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discharge them satisfactorily, and conferring them

on those who were deficient in these very essential

qualifications.

Taxation is also, surely, a very unfair and very

unsatisfactory criterion to resort to in the regulation

of the general principle of representation, or of

electoral suffrage. Taxation is, happily, but a

very small part of the duty of a legislator ;
and

even if it was more important, the principle as

determined by this is most unjust. The rule

is, in fact, adopted, if the truth may be told,

not so much for the purpose of enfranchising

any, as for the purpose of excluding certain

persons from the franchise
;
while no additional

enfranchisement is conferred upon those who pay

the most by way of taxes. The people are surely

as much interested in the making of laws which

they have to obey, and ought consequently to have

a voice in the enactment of, as they are in the

precise mode of levying taxes, which, unfortunately,

must be raised by some device or other, whoever

and whatever our representatives may chance to

be.

If, however, it could be proved that those only

who pay taxes are of right entitled to a share in the

suffrage, I would humbly ask who in this happy

country are wholly exempt from taxation ? Does

not every individual in the State, from the highest
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peer to the humblest beggar, either directly or

indirectly, if not in both these modes, and in many

ways, pay tax on every single article that he uses,

whether for food or for dress ? If so, and taxation

be the test of elective qualification, then, not only

all intelligent and independent persons, but all

persons whatsoever, ought to share in the suffrage.

How comes it to pass, moreover, that the very

able and energetic advocates for the principle that

numbers alone ought to be considered in the

formation of the national representative assembly,

insist on the right of householders only to the

suffrage ? Has it been discovered by any process

of divination that renting a house of a certain

amount confers intellectual or moral qualifications,

so as at once to adapt a person for the right exercise

of the suffrage ? If not, why do they consent merc*-

lessly and unjustly to exclude from all share in the

representation that much larger portion of the

free people of this great country, who, though

quite as intelligent, industrious, honest, and inde-

pendent as the other, only rent lodgings, or board

in families ?

Indeed, before the passing of the Reform Act,

several of the provisions contained in which, though

in very different ways, were directly at variance

with the practice and the spirit of the Constitution,

many persons were allowed to vote independent
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of either property or taxation. In fact, the re-

striction of the suffrage to those alone who are

thus qualified was a new principle altogether,

strictly, indeed, in accordance with the money-

loving spirit of the age. Thus, freemen, and

those who were distinguished by the uneuphonious

title of "
pot-wallopers,

" and as " scot-and-lot
"

voters, were all engulphed together in the merciless

abyss of this tremendous measure.

The only true and sound fundamental principle,

as regards popular representation in a free state, I

believe and maintain to be this: that every

member of that state who is of full age and

competent understanding, and who has not been

convicted of any crime, ought to have a voice in

the making of all laws, except those only which

are a mere re-enactment of the law of nature,

whether relating to taxation, crimes and punish-

ments, property, fiscal regulations, or any other

subject by which his interests may be affected, or

he himself may be bound. In other words, that

every man of the age of twenty-one, who can read

and write, and who is not proved to be a rogue, ought

to have a vote for a representative in Parliament.

I do not say that all representatives in Parlia-

ment should be elected only in this manner. Such

is the numerical or democratic theory to which I

am directly opposed. But I contend that a large
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proportion of the representatives of the nation

ought to be so returned. And that, in addition to

those thus chosen, a certain number should be also

sent as the representatives of the other great

interests in the state, of which that which com-

prises the popular element, and is hereafter classed

as No. VI., is one only, though doubtless a very

important one.

It is, moreover, a principle of our Constitution,

which is acknowledged by the most eminent

writers upon it of all parties, that every man who

is supposed to be a free agent ought to be in

some measure his own ruler, and ought to have a

share in the making of all laws by which he is

bound. Indeed, the principal reason for requiring

an elector to be possessed of a property qualifi-

cation was that thereby such people should be

excluded from the franchise as were in so mean a

situation that they were esteemed to have no

will of their own
;
and it was supposed (experience

has proved, neither uncharitably nor unjustly)

that if these persons had votes, they might be

tempted to dispose of them under some undue

influence or other, which might conduce as much

to the danger or abridgment of the liberty of the

people as the exclusion altogether of a large por-

tion of them from the elective franchise. These

individuals are therefore deprived of their votes

c 2
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by our Constitution, not from any jealousy of the

people partaking too largely in the representation,

but in order to prevent the legitimate influence of

the people being unduly swayed by those who

are possessed of wealth and power. Even Sir

William Blackstone declares that "
if it were pro-

bable that every man would give his vote freely,

and without influence, of any kind, then upon the

true theory and genuine principles of liberty, every

member of the community, however poor, should

have a vote in electing those delegates to whose

charge is committed the disposal of his property,

his liberty, and his life."
*

Holding, therefore, at the same time, as funda-

mental and as well established, though not at all in-

consistent constitutional principles, that, on the one

hand, every subject of this realm, who has a will

of his own and who is competent to the discharge

of such a duty, has an undoubted and inalienable

right to a direct share in the representation ; and,

on the other hand, that the great interests of the

nation, and not the mere weight of numbers, is

that which ought to have the predominating in-

fluence in its representative assembly : we now

arrive at the grand inquiry propounded as the

subject of this dissertation, and proceed at once to

* Commentaries, vol. i.
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the examination into what is the True Theory of

Representation in a State. In pursuing this

subject it should 'be shown alike what is the

guiding principle here to be followed, and in what

manner such an assembly should be constituted.

Four distinct axioms must here be laid down,

the truth of which I shall endeavour to demonstrate

as we proceed: 1. That all the essential and real

interests of the State ought to be represented in

its legislative assembly. 2. That they ought all

to be directly represented there. 3. That each

ought to be represented in due proportion to its

relative importance. 4. That they ought so to be

represented that, as much as possible, they may all

harmonise together.

As man is composed of body and mind, the

interests of both of which are united and inse-

parable, and ought never to be neglected, but each

should be regarded in due proportion ;
so the care

of a State must be directed alike to the wealth

and the material well-being, and also to the intel-

lectual, and moral, and social condition of the

community. The full development of its energies

and powers, and the due and proper proportion of

influence to be allowed to each, deserve surely as

much consideration, and are of equal importance

in the State as in the man. It is well remarked by
Aristotle, that, to give stability to any government,

c 3
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it is necessary that all orders of the State should

feel their interest in its safety.*

Representation is of two 'kinds direct, and

indirect. Direct representation is that which is

expressly and intentionally provided for by the

Constitution, and is an acknowledged part of the

system established. Indirect is that which, though

not expressly or intentionally provided for, arises

through the operation of the same system.

We will now inquire into the nature and relative

importance of the different great interests of the

State, in their order
;
and in what manner they

are at present, and how they each ought to be

represented.

As regards the latter part of this inquiry, it

ought, however, to be premised that representation

includes not only sending delegates to speak and

act in the great assembly of the nation, but the right

of that assembly also to carry on or to direct the

government of the country ;
to make laws, and to

provide for the various exigencies of the State.

The press is representative of the people as regards

the first part of this privilege, the expression of

their opinion ;
but it is deficient in the latter part,

as regards the power of legislation. Therefore,

though highly influential, it is not strictly repre-

*
Politics, b. ii.
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sentativc. Nevertheless, the vast moral and intel-

lectual influence possessed by the press almost

compensates for its want of legislative power. In

every State there are two powers, corresponding

with the power of volition and cogitation, and the

power of action, in an individual. These are the

representative assembly, which deliberates upon
and decides concerning the exigencies of the State

;

aud the executive authority, which carries into

effect the laws that have been enacted. The re-

presentative legislative assembly is to the nation

what the mind is to the man
;
and the discussions

of the former correspond with the reasonings of

the latter, each leading to certain determinations,

and resulting in action.

In each State, moreover, the electoral body
should constitute or comprise the essence or

choicest part of the whole nation; the represen-

tative the essence of the electoral, and the minis-

terial the essence of the representative. This is a

grand principle to be kept in view, both in the

framing and the operation of the representative

system in any country ;
and in proportion as it

is regarded and carried out, will that system be

more or less efficient and perfect.

And as the representative body in a State may
be said to be an epitome or abridgment of the

whole civil body or community, and ought fairly to

c 4
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reflect or shadow forth the form or outline of it
;

so a State, and consequently a representative

assembly, as an essential part of a State, must be

considered to be made up of interests as much as

of individuals. The interests of a State consist of

those different matters of importance immediately

and inseparably connected with it, which essentially

contribute to its welfare. Every political body is,

moreover, as extensively and as essentially in-

fluenced by different interests, as it is constituted

of different individuals. And in both cases the

various claims of each require to be fairly adjusted,

in order to enable the representative body duly and

adequately to reflect the mind and feeling of the

nation. And whoever may be the individuals that

compose a national representative assembly, unless

the different leading interests of the nation are

fairly represented there, and each obtain their due

and proportionate share of influence, no such

assembly can be deemed efficient and perfect.

If, however, it be urged that a State can only be

made up of people, though these are of different

parties, and not of interests
; yet it should be borne

in mind that these different people themselves are

ever essentially distinguished and classed not by
themselves individually, but by the interests which

they each represent.

The definition and adjustment of these different
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coexistent, and often contending interests, may

appear to be a task of considerable difficulty, and

may admit of very wide discussion. On the whole,

however, I believe that they may all be comprised

under the following six, being those of: I. Virtue.

II. Intelligence. III. Order. IV. Property. V. The

Professional Interest. VI. The Popular Interest.

I. The first and leading interest in a State is

that which is most aptly denominated by the

general term of Virtue, including here both religion

and morality, and comprising completely and com-

prehensively that principle of rectitude which

ensures in the possessor of it an absolute and

unerring resolution to discharge his duty to the

full extent, both to his Creator and his fellow

creatures
;
and which induces each person ever to

adopt that which is essentially right in itself as

his first and highest aim. The predominance of

such a principle is essential to the right conduct

both of an individual and of a State. Nor ought

ethics and politics ever to be considered apart.

The statesman should aim, not at what is expedient,

but at what is just ;
and the same principle should

pervade the whole body of the legislature. Aris-

totle well observes in his "
Politics,"

*
that, in the

contest for civil pre-eminence, education and virtue

seem fairly entitled to the first honours
; because, of

* Book iii.
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all things, education and virtue most contribute to

the perfection of civil society. Accordingly, in the

representative body of a State, it must necessarily

be all-important that the interest of virtue obtain

its due share of influence over its deliberations and

proceedings.

If it be contended that such an interest as this

ought not to form an independent one in the re-

presentative body, inasmuch as every single re-

presentative should be individually and mainly

influenced by this principle ; I would reply that,

while I admit the latter proposition to the full, yet

it is because this interest is so essential that at

any rate until it can be proved to be really and

practically predominant in a representative as-

sembly it is all important that the interest of

virtue have a distinct and independent represen-

tation of its own. Many of the individuals who

constitute a representative assembly may be men of

property and of commercial eminence. But this is

surely no reason why property and commerce

should not obtain a due and independent repre-

sentation in such a body.

The important interest here alluded to is in-

directly represented in the House of Commons, and

also in the House of Lords which, though not

considered as the representative assembly of the

nation, is, and acts as such, in many respects by
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the religious belief and moral character of the

members of these bodies. The influence of this

interest, as regards the religious belief and opinions

of the representatives, is also secured by the oath

imposed upon members of Parliament.

This interest is directly represented by the

presence of the bishops in the House of Lords, the

object of which was admirably stated by Lord

Eldon to be " not to make the Church political,

but the State religious." Consistently, however,

with the principle which is now gaining the

ascendancy, that the influence of the higher

interests of the State ought to be diminished,

while that of the lower interests should be rendered

paramount, it has been determined that the

number of spiritual peers ought not to be in-

creased, although that of temporal peers has been

greatly added to. Indeed, at the time of the

dissolution of the monasteries by Henry VIII., the

spiritual lords consisted of twenty-six mitred

abbots and two priors, besides the archbishops and

bishops, and together outnumbered the temporal

nobility. This novel decision is the more indefen-

sible since the abolition of Convocation, where the

interests of religion and morality had a direct repre-

sentation. In the House of Commons the higher

interest alluded to has been further diminished by
the exclusion of the clergy from that assembly.
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This interest is, moreover, not only to be con-

sidered in itself, but also as opposed to those

antagonistic principles of irreligion, and vice, and

immorality, which, both in the State and in the

man, are ever working against it, and which ought
to be discouraged and subdued.

II. The next great interest in the State deserv-

ing of a leading influence in the representative as-

sembly is that of Intelligence, by which I mean the

predominant sway of those minds of superior ability

and high cultivation, and of extensive and ample

knowledge, who are the most capable of dealing

with different subjects in the manner they deserve,

and which will ensure every question of importance

being so dealt with, and decided on accordingly.

This interest must be as important in a repre-

sentative assembly as it is in an individual, and

consequently ought to secure its due share of in-

fluence there.

The distinct and independent separate repre-

sentation of the interest of intelligence, must

therefore be contended for and defended on the

same grounds as the representation of that of

virtue, and the two should indeed be ever united

and supported together.

By the intelligence, education, and acquirements

of the members of both Houses of Parliament, this

interest is indirectly represented, so far as regards
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general intelligence and information. Art and

science, which are a branch of this interest, are,

however, wholly without any direct represen-

tation.

The interest of letters is directly represented in

the House of Commons only by the influence of

those of the constituency who are devoted to these

pursuits, but who in every popular electoral

district must form a very inconsiderable minority,

so that this influence will be entirely overwhelmed.

It may therefore be said to be directly represented

there solely by the members of the three univer-

sities, which are the only learned bodies permitted to

send representatives. The number of these has,

however, been considerably decreased. So long

ago as the reign of Edward I., writs were issued

requiring the University of Oxford to send up four

or five, and that of Cambridge two or three of their

most discreet and learned lawyers for that pur-

pose.* But although the county and borough

members have since that period been so largely

increased, yet, in accordance with the principle

already alluded to as predominating in the changes

lately made in our representative system, the

universities now send each only two represen-

tatives.

* 4 Inst. 16.
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This interest, like the former one, is also to be

considered not only as regards itself, but in rela-

tion to those antagonistic principles of ignorance

and folly which, whether in the State or in the

man, will ever be opposed to and operate against it.

In an assembly which is not only representative,

but deliberative also, as is peculiarly the case with

our Houses of Parliament, it is of paramount im-

portance that both virtue and intelligence should

there predominate, whether we consider merely the

efficiency of such an assembly, or the general well-

being of the nation which it represents. Singu-

larly enough, however, no intellectual test or

qualification whatever, even of the lowest kind,

has ever been required by law either of the voter

or member of Parliament
;
nor has its desirableness

been contended for by any of the enlightened ad-

vocates for reform.

III. The interest of Order is the next of those

belonging to the State, which ought to have in-

fluence in its representative assembly. In this

interest are comprised those of law and justice

generally, so as to secure to the community at

large through all its ranks, and with regard to all

matters of which civil cognisance can be taken, a

due and proper regulation of its affairs, according

to the strict rules of right and equity. This

interest, on the support of which, indeed, rests the
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whole foundation of civil society, requires to be

maintained, and constitutes, necessarily, a very

important one in every community, and ought

consequently to obtain a due share of influence in

the representative assembly of the State. Indi-

rectly this interest is represented through the

loyalty and love of order which animates the mem-

bers of both Houses of Parliament ;
and by those

among them whose professional studies as lawyers

have led them to obtain a full acquaintance with

the principles of the Constitution. It is also di-

rectly represented wherever the feeling here alluded

to animates the majority of any particular con-

stituency, and has influenced their choice of a re-

presentative.

This interest is, however, mainly to be considered

as it is opposed to that of disloyalty, and disorder,

and anarchy, which in every State will animate the

minds of a large class
; the numerical majority in

most nations being composed of those who, from

poverty, or other causes, are discontented with

their condition, and who are consequently not

averse to revolutionary changes. The oath of alle-

giance, administered to a member on his taking

his seat, provides for the security of this inte-

rest as regards the principles of the representative

body.

IV. The interest of Property, comprising that of
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wealth of every variety, is that which promotes and

maintains the security to each person of his own

possessions, and the due regulation of the free and

just disposal of such property, and its transmission

from one person to another. The support of this in-

terest is essential to thfc actual constitution of every

community which is sufficiently civilised for the

members of it to have any possessions of their own
;

and it is consequently necessary that it should

also have its 'proper share of influence, and an in-

dependent representation in the legislative assem-

bly of the nation.

This interest is directly represented, and its

security is provided for by the amount of property

which is required by law to be possessed by the

different members of both Houses, and by that

owned by the electors in respect of which they are

entitled to vote. Indirectly, this interest is also

represented by the property possessed by those who

have votes for representatives, though they may
not acquire them in respect of such property. But

not only ought wealth generally, of whatever kind,

to be duly represented in the legislative assembly

of the nation, but property in land ought also,

from its peculiar nature and paramount im-

portance, to have a distinct share in the repre-

sentation. Formerly, indeed, the landed interest,

which, according to the opinion of all great consti-
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tutional writers, is the really important stake in

the country, was protected in Parliament against

the influence of the trading and monetary interest,

by requiring that the representatives chosen by
the boroughs, or the trading interest constitu-

encies, should be men possessed of a certain

amount of landed estate, who had thus had a stake

in the land. By the Act of Parliament which

rendered personal property a qualification, as well

as real, this protection of the landed interest has

been withdrawn. The counties which represent the

landed interest, at an early period of our parlia-

mentary history returned each four members to

the House of Commons. This was at a time, too,

when the majority of the towns which now send

representatives were not enfranchised.

To the interest of wealth and property, poverty

and want are the antagonistic influences.

Y. The Professional Interest comprising that

of the different professions and trades, and the

interests of industry generally, of every variety,

including therein labour and production of each

kind, manufacture and exchange, import and

export, traffic and commerce, and their due protec-

tion and regulation may be considered as form-

ing a distinct and independent one of itself, and

appears next to demand representation in the

national assembly. In every State where pro-
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fessions and trades are carried on, the interest of

these bodies, and the maintenance of their rights

and privileges, must constitute a very important

one in the community. Consequently, such an

interest ought to obtain its due share of influence

in the representative body of the nation.

It may be observed that the professional interest

is distinct from that of property, inasmuch as

while the professional interest is that which mainly

relates to the regulation of the production of pro-

perty, the interest of property, on the other hand,

relates mainly to its preservation when so pro-

duced, or otherwise obtained.

These several professions and trades, so vary-

ing in their nature, differ much as to their present

proportionate share in the representation. Thus

the legal profession is indirectly represented by

the numerous members of it who are to be found

in both Houses. The medical' profession, though

a most important one, has, in comparison with the

former, a very small share of representation in

either House. The various trades are also repre-

sented indirectly by such of the members as are

engaged in this pursuit, and directly so by the

members for the great commercial towns. They
are also indirectly represented by the votes of those

of the constituency who are engaged in this pur-

suit, but who possess the suffrage not from their
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occupation, but on account of something quite in-

dependent of it, which confers a qualification.

The share of direct representation, either of the

professional or commercial bodies, is, therefore,

notwithstanding their immense importance to the

State, very small indeed. Nevertheless, they ob-

tain, on the whole, a very large amount of in-

fluence in the legislature. Nor can there be said

to be any interest in the State which is directly

opposed to them. And no test is imposed for the

security of this interest.

YI. The interest of the personal rights and

privileges of the people, or what may by some

be considered as the Popular Interest in a State,

is as distinct arid independent as any of the

others already considered, and consists in secur-

ing to the people at large, of whatever rank,

their freedom and natural rights of different

kinds, as members of a civil community. Al-

though this interest ought not to be allowed to

overwhelm every other, much less alone to be con-

sidered as the interest which should be attended to

in the national representative assembly ; yet, on the

other hand, it is no less entitled to its fair and pro-

portionate share of influence, though to that only.

This interest, therefore, may ordinarily be con-

sidered as that of the people generally, more

especially of the poor, who, being included in none

i) 2
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of the classes already enumerated, form, neverthe-

less, a most essential branch of the community, and

whose privileges require to be protected, not only

on their own account, and for the sake of justice,

but to ensure the well-being of the nation at large.

The people are to a State what the body and the

vital functions are to a man, the care of which

though not his sole or chief concern, it is absolutely

essential should obtain a due share of attention, for

the sake both of themselves and of ensuring the

proper operation of the intellectual portion of his

being, which is largely dependent on the condition

of the former. This interest is only directly repre-

sented by those members who are returned for

constituencies where the majority of the voters

are of the class here alluded to.

The last-named interest, as already observed, is

antagonistic to that of wealth
;
but although op-

posed, it is not necessarily inimical to it, if both are

allowed, as they ought to be, their fair share of

influence in the representation. The interest,

indeed, which is not only antagonistic, but directly

inimical to the popular interest, is that of the

licentious body in each community, by which I

mean such of the populace who, from disaffection

or ignorance, and from being subject to undue and

corrupt influences, prevent the possibility of the

mass of the people exercising their political privi-
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leges without injury, not merely to the other inte-

rests in the State, but more especially to themselves.

It cannot be denied that not only do the poor

stand as much in need of being fairly and fully re-

presented in the House of Commons as do any

other interests in the State already enumerated, but

they have as great a constitutional right to it as

any of them. They are not only bound equally

with the rich by all the laws that are made, and

have to share in the payment, either directly or

indirectly, of all the taxes
;
but it is especially re-

quisite that they should have representatives in

Parliament who understand, and who will devote

themselves to their interests. This is, indeed, also

more or less the case with the other interests

already enumerated, all of which require not only

to be represented, but that each should be directly

represented, and each in proportion to its relative

importance. In order, however, to ensure this, it is

essential that such a representation of them, and

such only, should be framed, as that their real and

true interests should be represented ;
and not that

the influences of anarchy or corruption be per-

mitted to gain the ascendancy under the mask of

friendship towards this interest, but which are in

reality its greatest bane.

While, therefore, I contend that the interest of

numbers ought not to be the only influence, or the

D 3
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predominating influence in the representation, I

am far from contending that it ought not to have

an influence, or that that influence should not be

extensive. I am not for depriving the mob of all

power, though I am resolute for dethroning him. I

trust that he may be allowed to exercise his fair

sway, but I never will consent to exalt him into a

despot.

There are, indeed, certain other interests in the

State, which, though they require protection to the

fullest extent, as they are essential to its well-

being, yet may be said to be independent of repre-

sentation, being either so firmly established in their

influence, or so united with other interests, as not

to need this. Thus the interest of the sovereign

is of this class; inasmuch as, besides forming a

distinct branch of the State, his influence over the

legislature is so great as to require no represen-

tatives there. So also, with regard to the judicial,

and naval, and military interests of the nation,

which are so bound up with the interest of the

sovereign, the general interest of the State, and the

private interests of all the members of the Legis-

lature, as to need no representatives of their own

to guard them.

Certain of these authorities do, indeed, on par-

ticular occasions, require to have representatives in

Parliament, but whose presence there is essential
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not so much to protect their interests as to afford

information upon any matter connected with the

discharge of their duties, with which it is desirable

for Parliament to be acquainted. This, however,

is of course rather for the advantage of Parliament

than for that of the parties so far represented there.

And information of this kind it is always the

province of the officers of government in those

departments to afford, as it is their duty also to

protect these interests when assailed.

The representation of the minority as well as of

the majority in each constituency, has been urged

by some very enlightened and philosophical re-

formers, as a desirable mode of giving due weight

to the opinions of those who, although they are

not able to secure the election of a member, are

nevertheless, both from their numbers and their

intelligence, fairly entitled to have a representative.

But I submit that if, in accordance with the

principles here advocated, each interest in the State

is duly and fairly represented, there will be no

longer any occasion to provide for the representa-

tion of the minority in a constituency, inasmuch as

the legitimate influence of the opinions and interests

entertained by such minority will, where these

are of real value and deserving of representation,

have been already provided for in the State.

It is of essential importance that the different

D 4
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great interests of the State, which we have already

been considering, should not only be all repre-

sented, but that, as much as possible, they should

all harmonise, and act cordially together. How-

ever opposed to each other as regards their own

individual welfare any of them may be, they are,

nevertheless, all united as regards their common

interest in the public good. An injury to any one,

or to any part, is, in reality, an injury to the

whole, as much in the case of the State as in that

of the man; and the interests of virtue and of

intelligence are, in truth, not more united than

are those of wealth and commerce, or even those of

wealth and of the poor, neither of which will

attain a high degree of prosperity independent of

the other. However these varied interests may

emulate, they should never be permitted to injure

one another.

It follows, therefore, that any State will be

perfect according as its various interests are fairly

and efficiently represented, as they are represented

in due proportion, and as they harmonise well

together. It is useful to possess as complete a

model as we can, although we may never be able to

copy it exactly. We do well to be proceeding on

the road towards perfection, although we may never

arrive there. So also is it desirable to lay down

correct principles, and to act upon them, even
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though we are persuaded of never being able to

carry them out to their full extent. A perfect

State may be as ideal as a perfect man ;
but this is,

surely, no reason why perfection is not to be sought

after by both.

That government is equally as bad in which

wealth and commerce are overlooked and intelli-

gence only is regarded, as that in which intelligence

is disregarded and wealth arid commerce only are

considered. The rich and the poor ought, more-

over, not to be viewed as opposing interests, but as

essential parts of one and the same State. The

object of the true statesman will be not merely to

promote the present influence of his party, but the

permanent interest of his country ;
and his care

should be devoted to the welfare not of this or

that branch of trade or wealth, but to the well-

being of every department. His aim should,

moreover, be not to raise rivalries between, but to

conciliate and concentrate these various interests.

Aristotle pronounces that to be the most perfect

State in which popular and aristocratic powers are

harmoniously blended into one equitable system of

polity, benefiting all, and doing injury to none.

The constitutions of States are, however, like

the bodies of individuals, not only liable to many
defects and diseases, but subject to constant decay.

Many errors in legislation might be pointed out
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that have arisen mainly from the defective repre-

sentation in the Legislature of the different

interests above enumerated, which have deeply

affected each of those interests
;
and perhaps none

of them have suffered more than the one compre-

hended in Class VI. This latter class has also

suffered severely from the defective representation

of Classes I. and II. Had virtue and intelligence

possessed a greater share of influence in the State,

the poor would not have been neglected, either

as regards their intellectual, moral, or physical

wants, in the way that they have been.
^af

An attempt was, indeed, made by the Reform

Act to improve, if not to render perfect, the

representation in this country. But the principle

on which the framers of it proceeded was that the

interest comprehended mainly in Class VI., or the

interest of numbers, was that which ought chiefly

to predominate in the representative body; while

those comprehended in Classes I., II., and III., were

not recognised at all, and those in Classes IV. and

V. were allowed only a very subordinate influence.

The supporters of the Reform Act contended, or

appeared to be impressed with the notion, that the

representative system had at some definite period

existed in a perfect form, from which it had

degenerated, and to which that measure would at

once restore ic. That, according to the principle
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of the Constitution, those constituencies only which

were the most numerous ought to send represen-

tatives to Parliament, while those which represented

the great interests of the nation ought to be disfran-

chised, the interest of numbers only being taken

into consideration in the establishment of this

system ; although, by an unaccountable incon-

sistency, they refused to grant universal suffrage.

That the British Constitution ever did at any

period exist in this supposed perfect form, is as

absurd as a belief in the real existence of such a

country and constitution as that of Utopia. And

that towns were ever enfranchised on account of

their population alone, is as contrary to fact as to

suppose that individuals were entitled to vote on

account of their personal size a mode of enfran-

chisement which would tend greatly to the ad-

vantage of the agricultural interest! It appears,

however, that certain towns were, at an early period

of our history, selected to send representatives, as

in the case of some of the Cornish boroughs and

the Cinque Ports, on account of particular interests

which were deemed to require representation in

Parliament
;

the House of Commons being con-

sidered then, as it still ought to be, the medium of

representation, not of numbers only, but of the

various great interests of the State. Our very ac-

curate and impartial constitutional historian Hallam
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says, that "
many ancient boroughs have at no period

possessed sufficient importance to deserve the

elective franchise on the score of their riches, or

their population ;
and it is most likely that some

temporary interest or partiality, which cannot now

be traced, first caused a writ to be addressed to

them." * The same authority tells us, that in the

reign of Edward II. twenty-two boroughs were

created, several of them insignificant places. In

another part of the same workf we are informed

that " several of the boroughs that are currently

said to be decayed, were never much better than

at present." Some appear to have had represen-

tatives given them in the charitable hope that they

would one day or other grow into places of

importance. In the reigns offHenry VIIL, Edward

VI., and of Mary and Elizabeth, the enfranchisement

of small boroughs, we are told, proceeded, while

that of large towns was neglected.

The conclusion at which the great historian

Hume arrives is, indeed, one not very complimen-

tary to the boroughs, or even to the House of

Commons itself. It is that the existence of this

branch of the legislature was first recognised, and

at all events the boroughs were first summoned to

send representatives during the usurpation of Lei-

* Constit. Hist. Eng., vol. i. p. 61.

t Vol. iii. p. 52.
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cester, in the reign of Henry III.* At any rate,

many of the boroughs were, at an early period,

empowered to elect members, either on account of

their wealth, their trade, or their possession of

some particular interest which required to be

represented. But before the second quarter of the

nineteenth century, and the glorious era of the

Reform Act, did any one ever read of the enfran-

chisement of a mob ? Does history record

an instance of giving the privilege of sending

representatives to numbers only, without the

consideration of their embodying any other in-

terest ?

The earliest Parliaments of which history fur-

nishes any distinct record, appear, moreover, very

different to mere deputations from mobs. King

John, in the seventeenth year of his reign, in the

Great Charterwhich he granted, promised to summon

all archbishops, bishops, abbots, earls, and greater

barons, personally, and all other tenants in chief

under the crown, by the sheriff and bailiffs, to

meet at a certain place, within forty days
7

notice,

to assess aids and scutages when necessary.

Many institutions which have become obsolete,

as regards their original intention, are nevertheless

of great practical value, having by degrees adapted

* Hist, of Eng., Reign of Hen. III.
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themselves to the exigencies of the times, and to

the requirements of a later age. This was espe-

cially the case with the unreformed House of

Commons, which, though doubtless very imperfect,

if considered as the representative of one interest

only in the State, that of mere numbers, or of

the democratic influence, was far superior to the

present House as the representative of the real

interests, the virtue, intelligence, and wealth of

the nation. Our aim should now, therefore be,

in framing a representative system, not to revive

the old one with its abuses, but as far as possible

to devise a scheme which may supply the im-

portant advantages which by its abolition we have

lost, and also secure to us such other requisites in

our system as that failed to produce.

As regards the representation of the higher

interests of the State already denned and classi-

fied, how many men of learning, information, and

intelligence, who were returned to Parliament for

" rotten boroughs," have been entirely excluded by

the Reform Act? Mr. Burke, Mr. Pitt, Mr.

Canning, Mr. Brougham, Mr. Sadler, Sir Charles

Wetherell, Sir James Mackintosh, Mr. Croker, and

Mr. Macaulay, were all introduced to Parliament

through, and sat during the greater portion of

their career for rotten boroughs. Have Finsbury

and the Tower Hamlets, or Manchester and Bir-
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mingham, sent men who represent the interests

of the State comprehended in Classes L, II., III.,

IV., and V., as the rotten boroughs did ? How

are our great colonial interests, which are com-

prehended in Classes IV. and V. and the well

being of which is inseparably connected with

the welfare of every other interest in the State

now represented and protected ? Having neither

representation nor protection, they are left to the

tender mercies of the Colonial Secretary, and the

consequences of their desertion are too obvious

to need comment. Nor can any blame be attached

to the mobs of the metropolis, and of Manchester,

and Birmingham, for returning members, doubt-

less very judiciously chosen to represent their

interests, instead of those of the nation. But it is,

surely, most unjust and most impolitic to consider

theirs as the only interest in the State, or to deny

to its leading interests all share in the representa-

tion.

Nevertheless, so far as the Reform Act proceeded

merely on the principle of adjusting properly the

mode of popular representation in those placeswhere

popular representation had already been established,

but had not been generally or fairly allowed to all

classes, its theory was undoubtedly correct and con-

stitutional. It was, however, most erroneous and

deficient in principle, if regarded, as many, though
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perhaps not all, of its supporters deemed it, as

serving to establish the theory that popular re-

presentation ought to be the only kind of represen-

tation in a State.

Having considered the defects in the new system

of representation as regards the important advan-

tages of which it has deprived us, we will next

consider its evil consequences of a positive kind.

The fairest illustration of the practical operation of

the system established by the Reform Act, and

which was exactly predicted by its leading oppo-

nents, is the impossibility of carrying on the go-

vernment, except by espousing those measures,

and those only, which are the most popular with

the mass of the electoral body, instead of adopting

those which are most needed by the exigencies of

the State. The best apology for the Government

is that the fault is not theirs, but that of the system

under which we are living.

It is the same, therefore, now with regard to the

measures of statesmen and of governments, as is

ever more or less the case with the proceedings

and projects of private persons, that certain par-

ticular plans are adopted, not because they are

considered to possess the most intrinsic value, but

because they are deemed the most sure of being

carried into execution. A man determines on an

undertaking, not because he thinks it the best
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in itself, or prefers it to all others, but because he

believes it is the one which he is most sure of accom-

plishing. So is it of the grand political measures

which our patriotic ministries, of whatever party,

are in the habit of propounding. In proportion,

therefore, as any particular Government is vigorous,

and influential, and is conscious of possessing the

confidence of the country, may we expect that its

measures will be really adapted to the exigencies

of the State.

The extension of the suffrage is, with -a certain

class of politicians, the one grand specific for all

political diseases. As some quack pills are sup-

posed to be alike and equally efficacious, (as is

probably really the case,) whether apoplexy, or

consumption, or gout, or the measles, or bruises,

or the small-pox, be the calamity complained of;

so the great political nostrum, the extension of the

suffrage, is to cure all the complaints of the State,

restore the agricultural interest, make trade pros

perous, promote harmony in the colonies, and

relieve the nation of its burdens.

Certain of the democratic reformers of the

present day contend that the members of the aris-

tocracy, who are represented by a separate legis-

lative body, exercise too extensive an influence in

the return of members to the House of Commons.

It should, however, be recollected that it is the

E
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influence of their property, not of their legislative

power, which is so exercised, and which is alto-

gether as legitimate an influence as is that of

numbers, to which it is opposed.

But we have next to inquire, if the theory that

numbers alone ought to prevail in the representa-

tion be not the correct one, how is the theory here

contended to be the only true one, that interests

and not numbers should predominate, to be carried

out ?

It must here be premised, and this appears to

have been totally overlooked, that although the

predominance of the numerical influence must

inevitably destroy the various great interests in

the State
; yet the predominance of such interests,

if fairly represented, cannot fail to conduce to the

welfare of the people at large, who are all con-

cerned and participate in benefits conferred on the

nation. And if benefits are obtained, it little

matters whether they are gained through the

votes representing interests, or those representing

numbers.

If the various great interests already enumerated

are of the importance here supposed, their in-

fluence ought surely to predominate in the repre-

sentation of the State. But how ought this to be

effected? As regards the interest comprehended

in Class L, or the religious and moral interests of
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the State, there is little doubt that before many

years Convocation will be restored in some shape or

other to its full efficiency, which body alone is

completely adapted to representand to deal with this

interest, and for which the House of Commons must

now be acknowledged to be unfit. But even if

Convocation be restored, this would in no way dis-

pense with the influence of religion and virtue in

the House of Commons, which is the real repre-

sentative assembly of the nation.

Unless Convocation is allowed to exercise its

entire functions, the clergy ought not to be excluded

from the House of Commons, as they are the

immediate representatives of the religious influence

of the State. Whether the interests of the Church

would not be better secured by a separate legislative

assembly devoted to their discussion, and composed

exclusively of its members, than by entrusting the

House of Commons, in which those of all sects and

parties of religionists are congregated, with those

interests
;
and whether in Convocation lay as well

as clerical members might not advantageously be

admitted, are questions altogether beyond the

present subject of inquiry.

Not only, however, would I allow to the clergy

of the Established Church the just privilege of

being represented in Convocation, and of having
all legislative matters of an ecclesiastical nature

E 2
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exclusively determined there
;
but I would also

grant to the different dissenting bodies the privi-

lege of having a representative assembly, by
which the settlement of all questions affecting

their religious opinions or privileges might be

controlled and determined
;
or at any rate which

would perhaps be more satisfactory still with-

out whose sanction no law affecting them in this

respect should be passed by the Legislature.

But although Convocation, with all its functions,

should be fully restored, yet it does not even then

follow, as a necessary consequence, that the bishops

should be banished from the House of Lords, or

that all denominations of believers and of un-

believers should be freely admitted into the House

of Commons. Supposing, however, that Con-

vocation would be the fittest, nay, the only fit,

body to legislate upon matters purely ecclesiastical

or theological, or which affected the rights and

interests of the Church
; admitting this to the

fullest extent, or that it might be as fit as the

House of Commons is obviously unfit, yet there

must still remain a variety of questions of a moral

nature, and which are indirectly if not directly of

a religious kind, with which the House of Commons

will always have to deal. Indeed, it is very

difficult to specify any single question or subject

of legislation upon which morality and religion
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have not either a direct or an indirect bearing.

Hence, whether Convocation be established or not,

the interests of religion and morality should ever

predominate in the State, and be the leading and

most influential in both Houses of Parliament.

The interests comprehended in Classes II. and

111., or those of intelligence and learning, and of

loyalty and order, might fairly be represented by

allowing the different chartered, learned, and

scientific bodies hereafter enumerated, to send

representatives, as three of the universities already

do. I would accordingly give members to these

various public bodies, for whom those belonging to

them should vote, either in their professional

capacity or as individually constituting them.

The interest comprehended in Class IV., or that

of wealth, is, as before observed, already repre-

sented in Parliament. The only danger is that

its proper influence may be borne down by that of

numbers. An efficient and direct representation

of Class V., the professional and trading interest,

ought also to be provided, which could be done by

allowing the various institutions and incorporated

bodies and companies connected with it to send

representatives. This, indeed, appears to have

been the object of the enfranchisement of many
small boroughs in former times. The interest

comprised in Class VI.
,
or that of numbers alone,

E 3
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should also have a fair representation given to it,

the plan for which shall be considered presently.

But it may be said that the interests of Classes

II., IV., and V. are already represented in Parlia-

ment, and that this is effected even through the

medium of popular constituencies. Thus, dis-

tinguished authors, East India directors, and di-

rectors of railways, as also leading professional men,

are frequently returned for large towns. In this

case, however, they are elected, not to serve the

particular interest for which they are peculiarly

qualified, but to serve one which is opposed to it ;

and their election is owing to some influence which

enables them to counteract that of which they are

immediately representative. It would surely,

however, be far more equitable and beneficial for

these various interests that each should be legiti-

mately and fairly represented, without encroaching

upon the other.

Moreover, as representation in a State has several

distinct and independent objects in view, so it

follows, as a necessary consequence, that different

principles, applicable to each, ought to regulate

the different modes in which it is constituted.

A man of wealth, who has also a great knowledge

of commerce, may be a very efficient representa-

tive of the landed or trading interest of the nation,

but at the same time very unfit to legislate upon
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its criminal code. A magistrate or lawyer of

great learning may be well adapted for the latter,

but quite unfitted for the former. And yet only

one principle as regards representation is applicable

to each case. Wealth is equally the qualification

for the criminal as for the commercial legislator,

and the same class of constituencies return both.

Independently, however, of the enfranchisement

of certain learned, professional, and commercial cor-

porations, who should be allowed to send represen-

tatives devoted to the interests of those particular

bodies
;
each person engaged either in any learned,

professional, or commercial employment, ought to

be allowed to possess a vote in respect of such

an occupation, which would surely be as fit a

test of his capacity properly to exercise the elec-

tive franchise, as his tenure of a house at a rent

of 101. The 10/ household qualification is an

absurd one, inasmuch as it secures no real ability

in the voter to exercise the franchise. So is it also

of the 40<s. freeholder, whose amount of property

to confer a vote was fixed at a period when the

value of land was entirely different to what it now

is. Indeed, Bishop Fleetwood, in his " Chronicon

Pretiosutn," has proved that 405. in the reign of

Henry VI. was equal to 121. per annum in the

reign of Queen Anne, which is probably equal

to 24. in our day. Hence, the qualification of

E 4
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an elector for a county was what would, at the

time it was fixed, furnish a poor man with all the

necessaries of life, and render him to a large ex-

tent independent.

The property qualification of voters for counties

and towns should of course be varied so that the

former may represent the landed interest and the

latter the personal property in the country. And
as it is proposed to confer votes independent of

the possession of property, it would be desirable

to place the property qualification higher than it

now is, so as to render the members returned

by those who vote in this respect due representa-

tives of this interest. Thus the property qualifi-

cation of a voter for a county should be an interest

in land, whether freehold, copyhold, or leasehold,

to the extent of 100/. above all charges. The

qualification for a property vote for a city or town

should be the possession of money, stock-in-trade,

or other personal property, to the extent of 100/.

above all charges.

In order to effect the above plan, it appears

requisite to abolish the present system of double

voting, which is liable to many abuses, the second

vote being too often given to please a friend or a

customer, while the first satisfied the conscience of

the elector. Indeed, the inconsistency and impro-

priety of the present system of double voting is
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proved by the numerous cases, especially in the

smaller boroughs, of two members being returned

by the same constituency of entirely opposite prin-

ciples to each other. This must necessarily be an

absurdity, if the votes were intended to be given

according to the opinions of the voter. If they

are not intended to be so given, they ought not to

be given at all.

Another important advantage, which would be

secured by the abolition of double voting, is that

the minority in each constituency returning two

members would then be represented by the second

member
;
and which, as already observed, has been

strenuously contended for by some enlightened re-

formers of the representative system. Where the

constituents vote in different ways, this may to

some extent be already obtained. But in this case

we have to depend, not on their deliberate choice,

but on the chance of their indifference to exercise

their votes independently, for securing such a result.

In every town and county constituency, therefore,

I would propose a threefold division of the fran-

chise, consisting of 1. All those engaged as the

principals in any learned profession or commercial

pursuit, who should have one vote for the county
or town within which they reside, in respect of

such occupation. 2. All who possess the property

qualification described, who should have one other
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vote in respect of that. To these I would add

another class of voters, by whom the interests of

Class VI., or the influence of numbers, would

obtain their fair share of representation, and who

should consist of 3. All those men of the age of

twenty-one who can read and write, who are gain-

ing an independent livelihood by some occupation,

(other than as principals who are included in Class

V.,) whether as workmen or labourers, and who,

though not comprehended in any of the other

classes, are of sufficient intelligence and independ-

ence to be entrusted with the free exercise of such

a privilege ;
all which persons (although they may

not.be rated as householders or otherwise) should

each be entitled to one vote. All others, in ac-

cordance with the opinion expressed by the

greatest constitutional writers, must of necessity

be excluded, not because they have no natural

right to a share in the government of the country,

but because they cannot be trusted to exercise it

aright. Their interest, therefore, is not connected

with, but is the really antagonistic interest to that

of the people, whose legitimate and fair influence,

if all were admitted to the franchise, must be

entirely overwhelmed.

As we do not allow children and persons of weak

minds, however large the amount of property they

may have at stake, to exercise the franchise, on
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account of their understanding and knowledge not

being sufficient to capacitate them for so important

an undertaking; so, for the same reason, we ought

not to permit persons notoriously ignorant and des-

titute of all the rudiments of education, to share

in these privileges. Although education and intel-

ligence may not of themselves be allowed to

constitute a qualification for the elective franchise,

yet, on the other hand, it can hardly be doubted

that imbecility and ignorance ought to operate as

an absolute disqualification. So also, although we

may hesitate to allow virtue of itself to constitute

a claim to a share in the elective franchise, yet we

cannot doubt that vice ought to operate as a

disqualification, especially such vice as in any way
relates to the exercise of that privilege. At

present, although the qualifications of electors are

of so many various kinds, they cannot be said to

correspond with, or to represent in any way, the

different interests of the State. They consist of

the 405. freeholders, the 101. copyholders, the 50.

leaseholders, the 101. householders, and what

remain of the freemen in certain towns.

In the place of each of these, I propose to reduce

all town and country voters to three classes, viz. : I.

Personal voters. II. Professional voters. III. Pro-

perty voters. Personal voters would represent the

interests of Class VI.
; Professional voters, those
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of Classes I., IL, III., and Y.
; Property voters,

those of Class IV. Each class should vote sepa-

rately for a representative, and at different times,

though of course some would be entitled to vote

in all three classes, and many in t\vo of them.

If it be objected that the same person ought not

to have different votes in his various capacities, it

may be replied that the same thing happens under

the present system, though in a less objectionable

manner.

By a disfranchisement of a number of the smaller

boroughs which represent no particular interest,

a sufficient reduction might be made in the House

of Commons to admit of the enfranchisement of

the learned, professional, and commercial bodies

alluded to, and of the increase of certain of the

town and of the county members, if necessary.

The members of the House might, perhaps, be

advantageously limited to 600, allowing 350 to

England, where the greater part of the corporate

bodies who would send members exist, 150 to

Scotland, and 100 to Ireland.

Thus the various leading chartered and in-

corporated institutions arid public bodies, whether

learned, professional, or commercial, might be

enfranchised in the following order, the members

belonging to each of them being privileged to vote

for one representative :
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Number of Members
for each Society.

University of Oxford - -4
University of Cambridge - 4

Metropolitan University
- - 2

University of Durham - - 2

University of Edinburgh - - 2

University of Glasgow - - 2

University of Aberdeen - - 2

University of Dublin - - 4

The four Inns of Court, in London, two each - 8

Professional body of Attorneys and Solicitors in

England - - 6

Society of Advocates in Scotland - 4

Professional body of Writers to the Signet in

Scotland - - - 3

The four Courts, including the Society of Bar-

risters, in Dublin - - 4

Professional body of Attorneys and Solicitors in

Ireland - - - - - 3

The College of Physicians in London - - 4

The College of Surgeons - - 2

Edinburgh College of Physicians - 3

Edinburgh College of Surgeons - - - 1

Dublin College of Physicians - - - 3

Dublin College of Surgeons - - 1

Royal Military Colleges
- - 3

Royal Naval Colleges
- - 3

Royal Society
- - 4

Society of Arts - - 3

Edinburgh Royal Society - - 2

Dublin Royal Society
- - 2

The English Royal Academy - - 2

The East India Company _ 4
The various Colonial Companies - - 4

The Bank of England - - 3

Carried forward - - - 94
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Number of Members
for each Society.

Brought forward - 94

The Bank of Scotland - - 2

The Bank of Ireland - -2
English Banking Companies and Proprietors

- 3

Scotch ditto - - - 2

Irish ditto - - - 2

English Railway Companies - 4

Scotch ditto - - - - - 2

Irish ditto - - - 2

English Insurance Companies - - - 4

Scotch ditto - . - - 2

Irish ditto - - 2

London Stock Exchange - 3

Edinburgh ditto - - 2

Dublin ditto - - 2

English Canal Companies - - 3

Scotch ditto - 2

Irish ditto - 2

English Harbour, Dock, and Navigation Companies 3

Scotch ditto - 2

Irish ditto - 2

British and Irish Mining Companies .
- 4

London Qhamber of Commerce - - - 1

Liverpool ditto - - 1

Bristol ditto 1

Hull ditto - - - - - 1

150

A vote for a representative of such society or

institution should be conferred by membership, pro-

prietorship, or annual subscription, for three years

previous to giving such vote. The proportion of
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representatives returned by each interest would

probably be in the following order: By the

learned, professional, and commercial corporate

bodies, 150; by the property voters, 150; by the

professional voters, 150 ; by the personal voters,

150.

It appears essential to keep separate and dis-

tinct each class of voters, in order that every class

may be independently represented, and that no one

class may overwhelm the interests of the other.

For instance, in a county or borough containing

1000 personal voters, 500 professional voters, and

250 property voters, if this was not done, the first

would overwhelm and virtually disfranchise the

other two.

It seems expedient also to give seats ex officio in

the House of Commons, but without the privilege

of voting, to all those members of the Government

whose presence in the House of Commons is deemed

desirable, and for the real service of the nation
;
such

as the different Secretaries of State, and the Law-

officers of the Crown. By this means, a minister

would be enabled to select the best, and ablest,

and most useful men that were to be found, in-

stead of, as is now the case, restricting his choice to

those whose popularity with the constituencies has

secured them a seat in Parliament, and who are the

most likely to be re-elected, but who, in other
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respects, may be little qualified for the duties de-

manded ofthem. In addition to this, such a measure

would afford to the Government the means of intro-

ducing into the House of Commons any particular

men whose services, either from their talents or

their information, seemed peculiarly to be required

there. In a national assembly, which is not only

representative, but deliberative also, the presence

of such persons is most desirable. It is indeed

absolutely essential, to render such a body efficient

and perfect.

The plan here proposed is, surely, not only more

fair for the various great interests of the State, but

it is more liberal, and tends more to secure an

efficient representation of the mass of the people,

than any which has been either devised or demanded.

It, however, does more than this, which is equally

important with the other, it excludes from the

representation those, and those alone, who are not

only incapable of rightly exercising the suffrage,

but who would ruin the interest of that portion of

the people who do so exercise it.

But in addition to and independent of each of

the different interests in the State being duly

represented in its legislative assembly, through the

members elected to it by these various consti-

tuencies, it is further essential that men of the

highest intelligence, and of the most extensive
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information in the country, connected with these

several interests, should also form part of such a

body. As the first of these requirements is necessary

to its constitution as an efficient representative

assembly, so the other is no less indispensable in

order to render it efficiently deliberative; for

both which purposes, and for the one as much as

for the other, the House of Commons is intended

to serve.

Not only, however, ought the State to obtain

the services of the ablest men in the House of

Commons, but the services also of those who are

best fitted to be its ministers. And it can hardly

be a matter of doubt that the affairs of the nation

would be far more efficiently administered, and

the most valuable talent permanently secured to

the service of the country, besides which (no

mean consideration of itself), inefficient adminis-

trators, whose only claim to office is some party

distinction, wholly independent of, it may be

inconsistent with, administrative capability, would

be as permanently kept out, if, as in the case of

the judges, the great officers of state, more espe-

cially the Principal Secretaries, were to be ap-

pointed to their offices entirely independent of

party, and solely on account of their peculiar

fitness to fill them, and the confidence which their

characters had inspired. Each of these officers
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might, of course, be rendered removable, as is the

case with the judges, on the address of both

Houses of Parliament. In the post of Prime

Minister and certain other officers with whom

might rest the State patronage, enough would still

remain as the prizes of party warfare
; though,

probably, in an equal ratio as these prizes were

diminished, would public patriotism be found to

increase. The desirableness of rendering the

Chancellorship independent of such paltry contests

and chances has long been felt, and is pretty

generally acknowledged. The danger and dis-

grace to this great country of a recent " ministerial

crisis
"
may possibly conduce to incline many to

the opinion here advanced.

There is no doubt, moreover, that the country

ought to secure the best administrative talent in its

Principal Secretaries of State which the nation

affords, and that whether oratorical ability, or

popular manners with a constituency (which are

wholly foreign to, and not often coexistent with

the first) be combined with it or not. Indeed,

according to the strict constitutional principle,

not only are the ministers of the crown not re-

quired to be present in Parliament, but by an

express enactment they are positively excluded

from it. And were such only retained as the

public service peculiarly required, it would un-
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questionably be for the permanent benefit of the

country, and contribute essentially to the due ad-

ministration of its affairs, if the rest were to be

banished from its councils and presence for ever.

As in the physical frame one disease ordinarily

leads on to or is the parent of another, so is it also

in the body politic, where many of the most dan-

gerous diseases by which it is oppressed are clearly

to be traced to the disordered state of its representa-

tive system. More especially in the department of

administrative government, and in every branch of

it, are the effects of this evil exhibited. In the dis-

tribution of promotion, what might aptly be termed

"the scrambling system" has been established,

closely corresponding with the popular election

system which is pursued in the choice of a represen-

tative. The principle of the scrambling system

is that the preference of a candidate for any official

post should be decided, not by the merits of the

individual, or his fitness for the office, but by the

amount of political interest which he possesses, or

the power that he has of exciting an agitation on

his behalf. Even where the most important offices

have to be filled, the personal influence of the appli-

cant, or his connection with the ministry, instead

of the consideration of the public benefit, are what

too often determine his selection. This system,

however, which pervades and corrupts the whole

F 2
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administrative department of the State, originates

entirely in the anomalous condition of the repre-

sentative system. Thus, a member of Parliament

depending for his election upon the will of his con-

stituents, is obliged to conciliate their favour
;
and

in the disposal of the preferment entrusted to him,

or which he has the interest to obtain, the influence

of the applicant among the constituency, and not

his peculiar fitness for the office, is what in most

cases really determines his appointment. The same

system, originating with the constituent bodies, is

carried on through all departments of the State
;
and

as the members of the representative body are

pressed by their constituents, so do they in turn

press the ministry, and the scrambling system is

made applicable alike to the disposal of every

office, however important, that may happen to

become vacant.

The remedy for this evil can be only effected

by commencing at the fountain head. Reform the

representative system, and administrative corrup-

tion will soon cease.

As regards the qualification required of members

of Parliament, this ought to consist in all cases of

a certain amount of property, so as to give the

representative an actual stake in the country ;
for

though returned by one interest only, he is em-

powered to legislate respecting them all. It is
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also important that this qualification should be a

real one, and that no fictitious claim should, as at

present, on any account be allowed. But it should

be also of a reasonable amount only. An interest

to the extent of 1000/. in land for a county

member, or of WOOL in personal property for a

city or borough member, appears sufficient for the

purpose.

This qualification ought, however, to be of a

mixed character, so as to ensure the possession of

a certain degree of intelligence and information,

and moral endowment, as well as property. Gross

immorality ought, equally with insolvency, to dis-

qualify an individual for the office of legislator.

A State should no more to be ruled by its profligate

members, than a man should be influenced by his

bad passions and corrupt inclinations. On the other

hand, some of our greatest statesmen have been

but poor men. Burke lived mainly on his pension ;

and Pitt died almost a pauper, and the nation

generously and gratefully paid his debts. The

main advantages of having wealthy rulers in a

State are that by this means they have much at

stake ;
and that not only are they less likely to be

influenced by corrupt motives, either as regards

their conduct in office, or their efforts to hold it,

but they are more exempt from the suspicion of

any such weakness.

F 3
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The House of Lords, though not elected by the

nation, is nevertheless at present the real represen-

tative of its great and leading interests, especially of

its virtue, its intelligence, its loyalty, and its wealth.

In this respect its importance to the State and to

all classes is immense. That the aristocracy, as a

whole, do fairly and efficiently represent the

interests of virtue and intelligence, as well as those

of property, is not only proved by their character

and conduct as a body, but is in nothing more

strikingly exemplified than by the severity of the

sarcasms which are ever wont to be hurled against

those individual members of their community who

occasionally deviate from a correct course. If it

was not for the rarity of these deviations, and for

the strong and marked contrast which they present

to the general conduct of the whole body, but little

notice would be taken of them, and they would fail

to excite any particular comment.

A peerage was conferred not long ago, on the

granting of which it was authoritatively announced

that the object of Her Majesty in ennobling the

individual thus honoured was to afford in the

Upper House a representation of a branch of the

great manufacturing interest of the country. But

if the principle of representation is thus acknow-

ledged to exist in the House of Lords as well as in

the Commons, surely the higher interests to which

I have alluded, and which have been of late years
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so depressed, ought fully to be represented in that

assembly which is their peculiar province, while

those which have no direct or immediate connection

whatever with that assembly are admitted to re-

presentation there. And if the commercial inte-

rest, which is in certain respects antagonistic to

that of intelligence, is to obtain its share of repre-

sentation in the House of Lords, it is, doubtless, but

a due adjustment of interests to extend the interest

of intelligence in the House of Commons.

It has, however, been urged of late, that the

wealth of certain members of the aristocracy has

so declined, that they can no longer be regarded as

having that stake in the country which, as heredi-

tary legislators, holding the rank they do, they

ought to possess. Indeed, Sir Thomas Smith,

in his " Commonwealth of England,"
* observes

of the nobility, after specifying the amount -

of property necessary to be possessed by a person

on his being raised to any particular rank in the

peerage, that "
if they decay by excesse, and be

not able to maintayne the honour (as Senatores

Eomani were amoti Senatu), so sometimes they are

not admitted the Upper House in the Parliament,

although they keepe the name of Lord still."

It may, therefore, be fairly submitted to that illus-

trious body, and to the nation generally, which is

*
c. xvii. p. 21.
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equally interested in this question, whether certain

measures might not reasonably and beneficially be

adopted to preserve the property qualification, if

we may so term it, which ought to belong to the

members of that House. For this end, indeed, it

is not so much required that any positive enact-

ment should be passed, as that merely certain

restrictive measures relating to the perpetuation of

property in the same family should be abolished.

For instance, the law against entails for more than

a certain number of lives, that against perpetuities,

and that against the accumulation of property,

might fairly be repealed, so that property to a certain

amount, sufficient for keeping up the dignity and for

giving to the possessor of it an adequate stake in the

ouritry, should be allowed to accumulate, and to

.escend attached to the peerage. Landed estates

might also be permitted to be entailed on the suc-

cessors to a peerage, as has indeed been actually

done by Act of Parliament in the case of estates

given by the nation for services rendered to it. A

property thus settled would confer on the owner for

the time being only a life interest, so that he could

not encumber it to the prejudice of his successor.

Estates might, in such a case, be bought, or directed

to accumulate for the support of a peerage, either

by its founder, or successive members, and thus

secured to all the inheritors of his honours without
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the fear of being wasted by the imprudence or ex-

travagance of any one particular descendant. The

property permitted to be perpetually entailed,

might of course be limited to a certain amount in

the case of each of these honours, as so much on a

dukedom, so much on a marquisate, and so much

on the other gradations of rank.

The proposal to create peers for life, by which

men distinguished for their abilities or their ac-

quirements, but without wealth to support an

hereditary peerage, might become members of the

Upper House of Parliament, would to some extent

atone for the comparative diminution in the num-

ber of spiritual peers, who formerly constituted

not only the most learned, but the majority in

number, of the members of the House of Lords.

The intellectual power and the constitutional value

of that august assembly would doubtless be much

increased by such an addition. The peerages so

bestowed should be the reward of long services

and tried abilities
;
while the seats in the House

of Commons appropriated to the learned bodies

would be filled by younger men, less advanced,

who ultimately aspire to the former distinction.

Probably the most unobjectionable plan for the

creation of peers for life would be to institute an

order of lay nobility, analogous to that of the

spiritual peers, by annexing baronies to certain
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offices or positions, so that the holders of them, as

in the case of the incumbents of episcopal sees,

would be thereby entitled to seats in the House

of Lords by virtue of such baronies, without con-

ferring any hereditary nobility upon the individuals

in question ;
and who, from the emoluments of

the offices to which the peerages were annexed,

would obtain incomes sufficient to support their

dignity and to maintain their independence. This

might be effected in the case of certain judicial

offices, the office of Commander-in-chief, the Lord

High Admiral or First Lord of the Admiralty, the

Minister of Education, and some other appoint-

ments connected with the military and naval

services, as also with learning and science, of

which it is desirable that the holders should grace

the House of Lords. Thus, in the department of the

law, baronies might be annexed to the Lord Chan-

cellorship, each of the Chief Justiceships, the offices

of Lords Justices, the Mastership of the Rolls, the

Chancellorships of the Duchies of Lancaster and

Cornwall, and the highest judicial office in the

Eecclesiastical Courts, which, nevertheless, need not

prevent any of the holders of these offices receiving

an hereditary peerage, where the peculiar circum-

stances of the individual rendered such a step

desirable.

If, however, it be objected that the plan here
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proposed would leave the House of Lords bereft of

law lords to sit on appeals, composed of those who

have retired from office, but who by the present

plan would, as in the case of retiring bishops, lose

their peerages as well; I would reply that it is

surely not desirable that the highest court ofjustice

in the realm should be composed mainly of judges

who are declared to be too aged and infirm to

discharge their ordinary and less important func-

tions. Besides which, by the increase of law

lords, through the proposed measure, a sufficient

body of peers of this class would be formed for

attendance on the House of Lords, and the places

of the retiring law lords would always be at once

supplied by new appointments. All invidious

distinctions between judges of the same rank, from

some being ennobled while others have no such

rank conferred upon them, would moreover by
this plan be wholly obviated.

By adopting the proposal here made, we should at

once avoid the creation of a new order of nobility

which might injure or endanger the present con-

stitution of the House of Peers
;
and the objections

against such a measure that it would enable a

minister on a political emergency to create an un-

limited number of life peers, so as to inundate the

House of Lords with nobles of this class, would no

longer exist, as the creations would be limited to the
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holders of certain offices, which could only be filled

up as they became vacant. The order of peers

for life by virtue of the baronies annexed to their

offices, already exists in the case of the bishops,

and did also formerly exist in the case of the

mitred abbots who sat in Parliament by virtue of

the baronies attached to their abbeys.

The prevention of bribery, which, since the

passing of the Reform Act, has been so extensively

on the increase, more especially, if their friends

are to be credited, among the constituencies favour-

able to democratic progress, now demands the

serious attention of the Legislature. It can hardly

be doubted that the adoption of the plan of repre-

sentation proposed in the foregoing pages would

tend much to decrease, if not to extinguish, this

practice, inasmuch as, in the first place, the repre-

sentatives returned by the corporate bodies would

not be likely to obtain their seats by this means,

any more than the members for the Universities

are now suspected of doing; nor would the pro-

perty voters, or the professional voters, be disposed

to take bribes from the candidates for their

suffrages. And as regards the personal voters,

these would in most constituencies be too numer-

ous to be thus influenced.

Perhaps^ indeed, we should first decide the

preliminary question, whether bribery ought to be
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prevented or not
;
whether those persons who are

possessed of no discretion whatever, or who have

no knowledge of state affairs (as is doubtless the

case with many worthy electors), so as to have a

choice or preference of any kind of their own as to

the exercise of their votes, and who are wholly

incompetent to determine in what way they ought

to be given, may not be allowed to sell them, or

otherwise to dispose of them in the manner most

advantageous to themselves
;
more especially as

preferment or patronage of a higher and more

important kind is legally saleable. Here, however,

it should be borne in mind that the elector holds

the franchise not for his individual benefit, but

as trustee for the benefit of the State: He is

not privileged to vote for a representative for the

mere purpose of promoting his own private advan-

tage, but to aid in electing the man best calculated

to serve his country. His absolute incompetence

to exercise his privilege properly cannot for one

moment be supposed to confer upon him the new

right to sell it to the best bidder, although it

undoubtedly ought, on the contrary, to disqualify

him from exercising it at all.

But it may be said that a large portion of each

constituency are in this predicament, who are

nevertheless deemed peculiarly worthy of exercis-

ing the franchise. If, however, those are worthy
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of the franchise who lack discretion sufficient to

exercise it aright, it may be difficult to maintain

that bribery ought to be prohibited, inasmuch as

those who are entirely ignorant how to exercise

their elective privileges will be quite as likely to

use them properly when sold, as when given freely.

If they are unfit to exercise the privilege at all,

then we come back to the original argument, to

which this circumstance serves as a powerful sup-

port, that the real interests of the nation ought not

to be borne down by the weight of mere numbers
;

in other words, by the influence of those who are

unable or unwilling to use the franchise aright

and who only abuse the political privileges of which

they are possessed.

All conduct which proceeds from or is influenced

by corrupt motives, either in an individual or a

nation, is alike pernicious, and requires in every

case to be discouraged, whatever may be the

ultimate result which is anticipated therefrom.

Possibly, however, in practice, the most efficient

plan for the prevention of bribery might be to

legalise both that and treating, and every other

electioneering expense and extravagance to the

fullest extent, by which the evil would at once

become so enormous that it would speedily of itself

work its own remedy. This proposal is, indeed,

somewhat analogous to the plan for preventing
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bribery, which is now seriously urged by some who

are sincerely desirous of checking the evil, by

extending the number of voters in the class most

open to bribery, by means of which it is con-

tended that they would be rendered too nume-

rous to be thus corrupted. But, however prac-

tically beneficial any such plan might prove, that

which is utterly bad in principle ought never to

be adopted or sanctioned in legislation.

The only argument approaching to a legitimate

apology for bribery at elections appears to me to be

the fact that alone by resorting to this practice, in

many cases property and intelligence are enabled

to acquire their^
due influence over numbers and

ignorance. But even this circumstance is wholly

insufficient to atone for the evil. And bad, indeed,

must be the condition of a representative system,

which is dependent for its correct operation on

the actual perpetration of crime.

As regards the ready, easy, and well-precedented

plan of punishing constituencies for corruption, by

disfranchisement, it must be admitted to be in

many cases unjust to deprive a whole body of their

votes, when a large number of them, perhaps the

majority of the constituency, are not only incorrupt,

but incorruptible, and have withstood both the

attempts and the example of their venal brethren

to induce them to follow their evil example. In
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addition to this, it will often, nay generally, happen
that the corrupt portion of the constituency consists

of those who do not represent, and never have

represented its real interests, but, on the contrary,

have either always been opposed to them, or ready

to betray them by selling their votes. The pro-

fessional and commercial part of the constituency

surely ought not to suffer for the delinquency of

those who have ever run counter to their influence.

Suppose, however, for a moment, what is per-

haps too much beyond the fair limits of probability

gravely to calculate on, that the House ofCommons

should, from some unaccountable, unforeseen cir-

cumstances, exhibit a resolute determination to put

a stop to the progress of bribery, what would be the

course that it should adopt ? At present, indeed,

great as is, no doubt, its abhorrence of the treason

perpetrated by the members of that House, its ten-

derness towards the traitors exceeds all bounds. Its

efforts at self-chastisement are far too lenient to de-

ceive even the most credulous among the bystanders.

The penitential peas are duly placed in its shoes,

but they are too carefully boiled to hurt its tender

soles. The astonishment of the nation would,

therefore, be too great seriously to believe that a

deliberate design had really been formed for the

extinction of this odious practice. In such a case,

however, the first step would probably be to refer
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the investigation of the whole question, and the

punishment of the delinquent, to some other

tribunal than tliat consisting of the coadjutors of

the criminal and the participators in the booty ;
as

for instance to the Courts of Westminster Hall,

where the evidence would be rigidly scrutinised,

and impartial justice would be sure to be dealt

out.

But, besides the abhorrence of corruption, which

is wont to be manifested as regards the guilt of the

.needy elector in taking the proffered bribe, in

which his conduct is certainly wholly unaccount-

able, surely some small measure of this indignation

ought to be reserved in the phial to be poured on

the head of the candidate who forces on him the

money. The hungry voter, whose patron saint

should be Esau, is but the passive instrument.

The active agent is the candidate. While, in every

inquiry of this nature, there is very great difficulty

in discovering into whose particular pockets the

price of iniquity has gone though it is quite

certain that a considerable investment has been

made by some one in the purchase of this com-

modity there is no doubt whatever out of whose

pocket the sum for so vile a purpose has come.

One obvious and simple remedy for the prevention

of bribery at elections, appears therefore to be, to

require of every member, on taking his seat, an

G
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express declaration on oath, as to the whole amount

of money which he has expended in the election,

and the principal items of each head as so much

to so many agents, so much for the expenses of

the hustings, and so much for the remaining

expenses, specifying their nature
;
and that he

has neither directly nor indirectly expended any

other sum about this election, nor has any one

else on his behalf.* If such a plan was adopted,

and vigorously carried out, a fatal blow would be

given to bribery, as it would be found far easier

to closely question, and detect a false statement

in a candidate, than to institute such an inquiry

among a body of electors, any of whom would still

be as liable to examination as they are at present.

In the extermination of bribery, those who give,

as well as those who receive the bribe, ought ever

to be punished to the utmost extent, "and in the

mode most likely to prove efficient for the pre-

vention of an offence which is fatal to the prin-

ciple of popular representation. A disqualification,

*
Subsequent to the publication of the pamphlet alluded to in

the Preface, which forms the germ of the present work, and
in which was contained the preceding paragraph precisely
as it now stands; this plan has been adopted by no less an

authority than Lord Brougham, who proposed a Bill for carry-

ing it out literally. Since then, a measure akin to this, and

which, it is hoped, may prove efficient, has been introduced by
Government and passed into a law.
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not merely from sitting in Parliament for a certain

period, but from ever being permitted to enter its

portals, or to hold any civil office whatsoever,

ought at least to be inflicted. The candidate is in

every respect more culpable than the elector in

such a case, not only as he is the first instigator to

the crime, but, from his superior station and edu-

cation is more fully aware of the heinousness of the

practice.

One specific against bribery, supposed by many
to be a sure one, and which has been in conse-

quence strenuously advocated, is the Vote by Ballot,

or by some other secret mode, by means of which

the temptation to bribe would be taken away, in-

asmuch as there would be no certain mode of ascer-

taining for whom the voter had polled.

Two important objections have, however, been

urged against the ballot and other similar devices

for ensuring secrecy in recording the suffrage.

1. That it is demoralising and democratic in its

tendency. 2. That it would not prove efficacious

to prevent bribery, or even so efficient as other

modes which might be adopted.

The leading principle to be observed, as regards

the mode of exercising the franchise, is that such a

plan should be adopted as will tend most to prevent

mistakes, which will be attended with the least

possible amount of trouble and hinderance, and

G 2
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which will be productive of the least expense to

either party ;
while at the same time it protects

the voter from all attempts at undue influence.

Giving votes should be like giving charity. The

donor ought to be at full liberty to give in secret

where he prefers it, or to give openly if he deems that

most proper. The former plan is perhaps in each

case the best for the donor, as it exempts him from

all criticism. The latter may be the best for the

public, as others will then be benefited by his good

example.

The main use of resorting to secret voting is

that thereby you obtain a certain degree of pro-

tection against both bribery and intimidation.

But by this mode you also lose the opportunity

of punishing these crimes. The latter of them,

equally with bribery and treating, ought not only

to be rendered punishable, but to be invariably

punished in such a manner as will best serve to

discourage the practice.

While, however, it appears to me that, for the

reasons assigned, the vote by ballot is incapable of

adoption ; yet I do think that a plan might be

devised which, while it would secure all the

essential objects aimed at by the ballot, would be

free from many of the objections to which that

proposal is liable. The plan which I, therefore,

suggest is, that every person who desires to
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record his vote privately, should be allowed to

do so in writing by signing a paper in due form

for the purpose, which should be delivered to the

returning officer ;
and which paper should be

accompanied by a declaration that the voter has

neither directly nor indirectly been induced by

corrupt influence, to which secret voting is in

many respects peculiarly liable, and in which it is

more difficult to detect this crime than where

the vote is openly given, and the actions of the

voter and those about him may be observed; The

returning officer in such case should keep the

voting papers in his possession, and examine them

at the close of the poll, so as to prevent the same

party voting more than once, as he is enabled to do

where the ballot is resorted to
;
but he should be

sworn to secrecy, and not to divulge the name of

the voter to any one under a severe penalty, to be

recovered by the voter himself, except in the case

of a judicial inquiry respecting the bribery or

corrupt influence of such voter.

Recording votes by papers would further tend

to decrease bribery, as the state of the poll could

not be known during the progress of the election,

if even a part only of the votes were so given. At

present bribery is mainly resorted to towards the

close of the election, when the numbers of each

G 3
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party are nearly even, so that the purchase of the

unpolled votes will secure the return. Unless a

portion at least of the votes were recorded in

private, it would be almost impossible to prevent

the number given for each being made the subject

of calculation.

The ballot has been mainly objected to by many
from its tendency to give undue influence to the

democratic party in a State. In several respects,

however, the modified plan for private voting here

proposed is not only free from most of the ob-

jections which might on this account be urged

against the ballot
; but, from its enabling many

people to vote who are now deterred from doing

so, either by the travelling expenses necessary to

be incurred from their residing at a distance from

a polling place, or by their dread of popular

violence and intimidation, its influence must be

decidedly constitutional, and favourable both to

freedom and purity of election. Indeed, one of

the greatest advantages that would result from

allowing votes to be given by the signature of the

elector, without requiring his personal attendance,

is that many individuals who are sick, or infirm,

or aged, or timid, and so unable to face the

tumult of the hustings, would thereby be enabled

to record their votes without trouble or danger.

The suffrages of several persons of extensive
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knowledge and cultivation are now withheld from

the dread of mob violence.

In many a constituency it may frequently now

happen that a clamorous unscrupulous mob-mi-

nority will, by noise and intimidation, carry all

before them, not indeed by their votes but by their

violence. Minorities, however they may in certain

cases complain with justice of their hard lot in

being left without a representative, in several

instances contrive to engross that which belongs

of right to the majority only. Indeed, minorities

are by no means of necessity the feeble and miser-

able bodies which many are wont to make them

out to be. The placid, indolent majority is soon

subdued to the will of the vigorous, active mino-

rity. Not only elections, but revolutions also, have

frequently been brought about by the superior

energy of the latter. Here, again, the body politic

closely resembles the body natural. While the

general portion of the frame which is in a healthy

condition carries on its operations imperceptibly

and without causing excitement
; any diseased

member, however comparatively insignificant, pro-

duces irritation and fever through thewhole system,

and contrives to exercise an influence greater than

that of all the healthy organs together. And as

in the body natural, so in the body politic, the

unhealthy energy or excitement of a small part

G 4
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of it will, if not efficiently counteracted, speedily

disturb and destroy the healthy action of all the

sound members.

Satisfactory examples not only of the adoption,

but of the operation, of the plan of voting for

representatives by private polling papers, may,

however, be referred to. In Holland, whenever a

vacancy occurs among the representatives, an

officer goes from house to house, and collects from

every person entitled to vote, a paper signed and

sealed, and containing the name of the candidate

on whom his choice falls. These billets are opened

by persons who are sworn not to divulge the

suffrages of any of the voters. Other States, too,

pursue a similar course.

If this and other efficient means for the sup-

pression of bribery, and corruption, and intimida-

tion, and undue influence of every kind, were

adopted, the complaint would, no doubt, be

speedily remedied. Bribery, which is the most

extensive of these evils, we might then, though

perhaps then only, hope to see so entirely banished

from each constituency that the readers of political

history would wonder at and scarce credit the

corruption and degeneracy of our own boasted age ;

and a voter whose suffrage could be purchased by

money will be regarded, like the mammoth, as a

totally extinct species, astounding to all natu-
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ralists for its apparently amazing powers of con-

sumption, and its stupendous capacities for grasping

its prey ;
but which will be considered, also like the

mammoth, as an animal obviously only capable of

living in a condition of the world which has happily

long ceased to exist.

Immediately and closely connected with the

subject of Parliamentary Representation, is that of

a change in the duration of Parliaments, a matter

which has often been mooted, and which has been

debated with as much zeal and energy as any other

topics of this kind. For all practical purposes,

seven years is probably as much too long as three

years is too short, for a Parliament to continue.

Five years appears the happy medium which should

be fixed as the limit of its duration.

But here it seems to me that we may with much

benefit take a hint from the electoral constitu-

tion, both of other States, and of certain public

bodies, which have in this respect considerably

the advantage ofour boasted representative system.

In the first place, the uncertainty as to the

duration of any particular Parliament must be in

itself, on many accounts, a very great evil. This

uncertainty in the existence of the functions of

other branches of the State, which formerly de-

pended on the life or on the will of the sovereign,

was found productive of serious inconvenience and
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considerable mischief, which occasioned its remedy
at last. The commissions of the judges and ma-

gistrates were once held on this tenure; but

experience of the bad effects of such a regulation

caused them to be made of certain duration. On

many accounts it is most important that the

duration of Parliament should be also certain, and

not be subject to any contingencies. An undue

influence over the deliberations of Parliament may
be, and often is, exercised by the threat of a dissolu-

tion, in case an unpopular, it may be a pernicious,

ministry is placed in a minority in the House of

Coinmons. In other words, owing to the uncer-

tainty in the duration of Parliament, although its

members may have a decided opinion in one direc-

tion, they are driven to vote in another, in order to

avoid the inconvenience of a dissolution. Thus,

the public interest is sacrificed to their private

considerations. This is of itself a very grievous

defect in a deliberative assembly. A threat by the

minister to dissolve Parliament unless the House

of Commons agrees to a particular measure, is

doubtless a very unconstitutional proceeding, if it

in any way influences the deliberations of that

body, and induces its members to vote at all differ-

ently to what their reason would have inclined them.

Yet, unless such a threat was found to succeed, it

surely would not be resorted to so frequently.
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This is a species of intimidation not less per-

nicious than that proceeding from mob dictation ;

although its influence may be in an opposite

direction. The tendency of both alike is, however,

to prevent and put an end to the deliberative

functions of the Legislature. If the duration

of Parliament was rendered certain, it would

no longer be subjected to this undue influence,

and its efficiency as a deliberative assembly must

be proportionably increased.

As regards the dissolution of Parliament being

occasioned by the demise of the sovereign, there is

indeed not only no solid constitutional reason for it,

but, on the contrary, such an event is in reality

one which renders the existence of a Parliament

most essential at such a period.

It may, moreover, be doubted whether the disso-

lution of the whole Parliament at once is not in

many respects an evil. And when this happens,

as it frequently does, on an occasion of great public

excitement on any particular question, when men's

minds are for the time unduly agitated about it,

this is, surely, of all periods, the least adapted for

the popular election of a representative assembly.

General qualifications will then be disregarded in

favour of strongly expressed opinions, however

hastily formed, on the popular side of the question.

And the assembly thus elected, constitutes the repre-
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sentative body of the nation, without change or

revision, until the next election, and has to decide

on all questions that come before it.

By dissolving the whole Parliament at once, and

at a time of popular excitement, you appeal to the

passion and the prejudice, instead of to the sense

and the reason of the nation. Who would think

of acting in such a manner in endeavouring to

procure the best opinion on any important subject

from an individual? And if the opinion pro-

nounced by passion, and that pronounced by

reason, are generally diametrically opposite, it may

surely be inferred that the former is in most cases

wrong. Yet the former is that which we ordinarily

obtain by having parliamentary elections during

periods of popular excitement, under our present

system.
"
Appealing to the sense of the nation," as it is

technically called, when Parliament is dissolved at

a time of great popular commotion, on a subject

supposed to be of vital importance to the inte-

rests of the people, in order to ascertain the deli-

berate sentiment of the nation, is very much like

giving a man a hearty blow or kick, which puts

him in a violent passion, for the express pur-

pose of ascertaining his solemn opinion on any

topic particularly requiring cool and collected deli-

beration !
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By the constitution of some public bodies,

whether civil corporations or commercial com-

panies, as also in the assemblies of certain countries

on the Continent, the representative body is elected

for a fixed period, while a portion of their number

resign their functions by rotation, so that about a

third only of the whole is returned at once. In

Holland, one third of the Chamber of Kepresen-

tatives or Deputies is renewed every year, by
which an election of one third only takes place at a

time. In Belgium, the elections occur every four

years, one half of the members being renewed

every second year. Also, by the American con-

stitution, the senators vacate their seats at different

times, so that one third may be chosen every second

year.

By means of an election at different periods of

the same Parliament, the danger of prejudice from

popular commotion would be greatly decreased.

And if the plan of a treble election of representa-

tives to the House of Commons, by three distinct

orders of voters in the mode here suggested, was to

be adopted, there appears to be no reason why the

election of the representatives should not be at

three distinct periods. Those of each class should

in such case be chosen to serve for five years

from the time of their election, if at a general

election as regards that particular class
;
or up to
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the next general election of the class, if the vacancy

be occasioned by death or resignation.

The grand political desideratum of the present

age is the attainment of perfect freedom for the

people. Yet freedom itself, however greatly to be

prized, is ever liable, if not duly regulated, to

degenerate into anarchy, and may ultimately be

transformed into despotic tyranny. To political

liberty of every kind the main safeguard is self-

government. But self-government can be effec-

tually "secured and exercised only through the

medium of representation. As a necessary con-

sequence, therefore, it follows that the more perfect

is the representative system in any State, the more

extensive and the more complete is the liberty of

the subject.

Salus populi suprema lex, is the greatest and

most true of all political maxims, provided only

that it be taken and considered in its full, and

ample, and complete acceptation. In each of the

sciences, however, and in every department of phi-

losophical investigation, the most profound axioms

being those which admit of the widest interpreta-

tion, are also those which are liable to the greatest

abuse. If that grand maxim now before us, which

should be the pole-star of every patriotic statesman,

be so narrowly construed as to mean that the

people, vulgarly so called, that is, the mere nume-
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rical influence of the nation, have an inherent

right, by the first principles of political philosophy,

to the whole direction of the State, that the

interest and influence of the masses ought to over-

rule and outbalance every other, and that the

voice of the multitude is that alone which should

guide the measures of our statesmen
;

then is

this great axiom, when so misapplied, likely to be

most pestilential in its consequences, and disorder

and misrule, and anarchy, can be its only natural

result. But if, on the other hand, its true genuine,

liberal, and comprehensive interpretation be re-

ceived
;

if it be considered to mean that the

ultimate end and highest object of all political

government is the promotion of the security and

the well-being of the State as a whole, and of all

its interests together, religious, moral, intellectual,

commercial, social, and popular, and of all in

their order, and in due proportion, then will this

grand truth be the more highly venerated the more

fully it is understood, and the more completely its

consequences are carried out, the more extensively

beneficial will be the results that will ensue.

Indeed, it will ever be found that, exactly in pro-

portion as each political measure is framed and

based upon this noblest and purest of political

principles, the more absolute will be its claim to

the support alike of the people at large, and of
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this means also, the adjustment of the relative

strength of parties would be at once effected, with-

out the fluctuation which now follows each election,

as the respective interests and representative bodies

would always return men of their own opinions

and principles, and mere chance would no longer

determine the choice of a candidate.

That, moreover, must be allowed to be the best

representative body, however elected, which con-

tains the greatest number of valuable and efficient

members, and best serves to represent the real

interests of the State. By the plan here proposed,

both these grand desiderata would not only be

accomplished, but the representatives would also

be elected in the fairest and least objectionable

manner.

If we consider, on the one hand, the object

and the importance of the popular election

of a parliamentary representative, the end being

to obtain the free and deliberate opinion of the

nation upon deep questions of State of the

utmost national consequence ;
and when we con-

trast with this consideration, the debauchery,

bribery, licentiousness, and fraud by which this

transaction is now principally characterised, it

is scarcely indeed possible to conceive any pro-

ceeding, both in theory and in practice, more

anomalous, or more palpably absurd, or which is.
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so little calculated to serve the object at which we

professedly aim.

There can be no doubt, indeed, that two great

constitutional advantages would at any rate result

from the adoption of the plan here proposed. The

chief complaint of the present day is the corrup-

tion of the constituencies. By the creation of con-

stituencies for the representation of the higher

interests, in the mode suggested, the number of

corrupt constituencies must be necessarily dimi-

nished, while the number of those which are incor-

rupt must be greatly increased.

Attempts have sometimes been made to describe

a patriot king, and a patriot minister, as though

the real existence of such beings, although, like

angels, they do not often come among us, was

a matter of actual belief. But no attempt that

I have ever heard of has yet been made to describe

that entirely fabulous monster, a patriot Parlia-

ment. Let us hope, however, notwithstanding the

apparent improbability of the event, that such a

being may ere long be produced, and even ex-

hibited in the British Empire. This body will

be at once perfect as well as patriotic, only when

it represents all the interests of the State.

As regards the mode in which the energies of

such a body ought to be exercised, the progress

of legislation should be like that of growth in
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nature, slow, and gradual, and almost impercep-

tible, vigorous shoots supplying what decay has

rendered desolate. In our day, however, legisla-

tion as regards its progress resembles in nature

rather the efforts of the whirlwind, or the violence

of the storm, than the quiet and steady growth of

vegetation. Indeed, all great and important mea-

sures are wont to be carried more by agitation

and passion, than by argument and reason. When

one particular party for a time gains the ascend-

ancy, it is eager to take advantage of the crisis

to accomplish what in another season the change

of opinion in the popular mind may render no

longer feasible. Hence, not the value of a mea-

sure, but the whim of the public, is what deter-

mines both its proposal by the Government and its

enactment by the Parliament.

No grander view, no spectacle more sublime, does

the universe afford to us than that of a great nation,

one vast and mighty mass of animated and intelli-

gent beings, of every variety of interest, and feeling,

and cultivation, and occupation, each actively en-

gaged in the exercise of full political rights and

privileges, but each using them for the promotion

alone of the welfare of the State, the common

parent and protector of them all. Like the several

wheels of some powerful engine, however compli-

cated its contrivance, they all move at once, they all
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move in harmony, and they all tend to the attain-

ment of the same great purpose. Disorder in the

smallest and most insignificant portion of the ma-

chinery produces confusion throughout the struc-

ture. Or, as in the case of the action of a sound

mind in a sound body, the powers of the two are

exercised together, the energies of both are fully

developed, and in perfect harmony all their varied

operations are carried on at once. Thus the State

and the man resemble one another, alike, in the

development of their highest faculties and noblest

energies being the proper exercise of each
;
and in

the accomplishment, through these, of the utmost

amount of practical benefit to all connected with

them, being the ultimate aim at which each should

aspire.

THE END.
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rected j with numerous Woodcuts. 8vo. 60s.

Professor Brande's Lectures on Organic
Chemistry, as applied to Manufactures ;

including Dyeing, Bleaching, Calico-Print-

ing, Sugar-Manufacture, the Preservation

of Wood, Tanning, &c. ; delivered before the

Members of the Royal Institution. Arranged
by permission from the Lecturer's Notes by
J. SCOPFEEN, M.B. Fcp. 8vo. with Wood-
cuts, price 7s. 6d.

Brewer. An Atlas of History and Geo-

graphy, from the Commencement of the

Christian Era to the Present Time : Com-

prising a Sei-ies of Sixteen coloured Maps,
arranged in Chronological Order, with Illus-

trative Memoirs. By the Rev. J. S. BBEWEE,
M.A., Professor of English History and
Literature in King's College, London. The

Maps engraved by E. Weller, F.R.G.S.

Royal 8vo. 12s. 6d. half-bound.

Brodie. Psychological Inquiries, in a

Series of Essays intended to illustrate the

Influence of the Physical Organisation on
the Mental Faculties. By SIB BENJAMIN C.

BEODiE,Bart. Third Edition. Fcp.Svo. 5s.

Brougham and Routh Analytical View
of Sir Isaac Newton's Principia, By HENEY
LOED BEOUGHAM, F.R.S., Member of the

National Institute of France and of the

Royal Academy ofNaples; and E. J.RoUTF,
B.A., Fellow of St. Peter's College, Cam-

bridge. 8vo. price 14s.
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Buckingham. Autobiography of James

Silk Buckingham : Including his Voyages,

Travels, Adventures, Speculations, Suc-

cesses and Failures, frankly and faithfully

narrated; with Characteristic Sketches of

Public Men. Vols. I. and II. post 8vo. 21s.

V Vols. III. and IV., edited by the Author's Son, and
completing the work, are preparing for publication.

Bull. The Maternal Management of

Children in Health and Disease. By
T. BULL, M.D., Member of the Royal

College of Physicians ; formerly Physician-
Accoucheur to the Finsbury Midwifery
Institution. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.

Dr. T. Bull's Hints to Mothers on the Manage-
ment of their Health during the Period of

Pregnancy and in the Lying-in Room : With
an Exposure of Popular Errors in connexion

with those subjects, &c.
;
and Hints upon

Nursing. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.

Bunsen. Christianity and Mankind,
their Beginnings and Prospects. By
CHRISTIAN CHARLES JOSIAS BUNSEN, D.D.,

D.C.L., D.Ph. Being a New Edition, cor-

rected, remodelled, and extended, of Hip-
and his Age. 7 vols. 8vo. 5. 5s.

%* This Second Edition of the Hippolytus is composed
of three distinct works, which may be had separately, as

follows :

1. Hippolytus and his Age; or, the Beginnings nr.c)

Prospects of Christianity. 2 vols. 8vo. price J . 10 .-.

2. Outline of the Philosophy of Universal Histoiy rp-
plied to Language and lieligion: Containing an / c-

count of the Alphabetical Conferences. 2 volf. 8vo.

price 1. 13s.

S. Analecta Antc-Nlcsena. 3 vols. 8vo. price i 2. 2s.

Bunsen. Lyra Germanica: Hymns for

the Sundays and chief Festivals of the

Christian Year. Translated from the
German by CATHEBINE WINKWORTH.
Second Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.

%* This selection of German Hymn? has Leon made from
a collection published in Germany by the Chevalier BUNSEN ;

and fonns a companion volume to

IheolQgia Germanica : "Which setieth forth

many fair lineament B of Divine Truth, and
eaith very lofty and lonely things touching
a Perfect Life. Translated by SUSANNA
WiNTnvoimr. With a Preface oy the Kev.
CHARLES XINOSLEF ; and a Letter by Cheva-
lier BUNSEN. Second Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.

Bunsen. Egypt's Place in Universal

History : An Historical Investigation, in

Five Books By C. C. J. BUNSEN, D.D.,
D.C.L., D.Ph. Translated from the Ger-
man by C. H. COTTBELL, Esq., M.A.
With many Illustrations. Yol. I. 8vo. 28s.

;

Vol. II. 8vo. 30s.

Burton. First Footsteps in East Africa

or, an Exploration of Harar. By RICHARD
F. BURTON, Bombay Army ;

Author of A

Pilgrimage to Medina and Mecca. With Maps
and coloured Plates. 8vo. 18s.

Burton. Personal Narrative of a Pil-

grimage to El-Medinah and Meccah. By
RICHARD F. BURTON, Bombay Army. With

Map, Plates, and Woodcuts. 3 vols. 8vo.

price 2. 3s.

Burton (J.H.) The History of Scotland,
from the Revolution to the Extinction of the

Last Jacobite Insurrection (1689-1748). By
JOHN HILL BURTON. 2 vols. 8vo. 26s.

Bishop S. Butler's General Atlas of

Modern and Ancient Geography ; compris-

ing Fifty-two full-coloured Maps ;
with

complete Indices. New Edition, nearly all

re-engraved, enlarged, and greatly improved.
Edited by the Author's Son. Royal 4to.

24s. half-bound.

Separately I- *>y* 8vo, price 12s.
( The Modern Atlas of 28 full-coloured Maps.

Royal 8vo. price 12s.

The Ancient Atlas of 24 full-coloured Maps.
I Royal 8vo. price 12s.

Bishop S. Butler's Sketch of Modern and
Ancient Geography. New Edition, tho-

roughly revised, with such Alterations intro-

duced as continually progressive Discoveries

and the latest Information have rendered

necessary. Post 8vo. price 7s. 6d.

Bishop J. Butler's Fifteen Sermons

preached at the Rolls Chapel. With Notes,

Analytical, Explanatory, and Illustrative,

and Observations in reply to Mackintosh,

Wardlaw, and Maurice, by Rev. ROBERT
CARMICHAEL, M.A., Fellow of Trinity Col-

lege, Dublin. 8vo. 9s.

The Cabinet Lawyer : A Popular Digest
of the Laws of England, Civil and Criminal ;

with a Dictionary of Law Terms, Maxims,
Statutes, and Judicial Antiquities ; Correct

Tables of Assessed Taxes, Stamp Duties,
Excise Licenses, and Post-Horse Duties;
Post-Office Regulations ; and Prison Disci-

pline. 17th Edition, comprising the Public

Acts oftheSession 1856. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

The Cabinet Gazetteer: A Popular Expo-
sition of All the Countries of the World j

their Government, Population, Revenues,

Commerce, and Industries ; Agricultural,

Manufactured, and Mineral Products ; Re-

ligion, Laws, Manners, and Social State :

With brief Notices of their History and An-

tiquities. By the Author of The Cabinet

Lawyer. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. 6d. cloth j or 13s.

bound in calf.
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Caird. English Agriculture in 1850 and
1851 : Its Condition and Prospects. By
JAMES GATED, Esq., of Baldoon, Agricultural
Commissioner of The Times. The Second
Edition. 8vo. price 14s.

Calvert. Pneuma
; or, the Wandering

Soul : A Parable, in Ehjme and Outline.

By the Rev. WILLIAM CALVEET, M.A.,
Minor Canon of St. Paul's Cathedral. With
20 Etchings by the Author. Square crown
8vo. 10s. 6d.

Calvert. The Wife's Manual
; or,

Prayers, Thoughts, and Songs on Several
Occasions of a Matron's Life. By the Rev.
W. CALVEET, M.A. Ornamented from De-
signs by the Author in the style of Queen
Elizabeth's Prayer-Book. Second Edition.
Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Carlisle (Lord). A Diary in Turkish and
Greek Waters. By the Right Hon. the
EAELofCAELiSLE. Fifth Edition. Post8vo.
price 10s. 6d.

Catlow. Popular Conchology; or, the
Shell Cabinet arranged according to the
Modern System : With a detailed Account
of the Animals, and a complete Descriptive
List of the Families and Genera of Recent
and Fossil Shells. By AGNES CATLOW.
Second Edition, much improved ; with 405
Woodcut Illustrations. Post 8vo. price 14s.

Cecil. The Stud Farm
; or, Hints on

Breeding Horses for the Turf, the Chase, and
the Road. Addressed to Breeders of Race-
Horses and Hunters, Landed Proprietors,
and especially to Tenant Farmers. By
CECIL. Fcp. 8vo. with Frontispiece, 5s.

Cecil's Stable Practice
; or, Hints on Training

for the Turf, the Chase, and the Road
;

with Observations on Racing and Hunt-
ing, Wasting, Race-Riding, and Handi-
capping : Addressed to Owners of Racers,
Hunters, and other Horses, and to all who
are concerned in Racing, Steeple- Chasing,
and Fox- Hunting. Fcp. 8vo. with Plate,
price 5s. half-bound.

Chevreul On the Harmony and Contrast
of Colours, and their Applications to the
Arts : Including Painting, Interior Decora-
tion, Tapestries, Carpets, Mosaics, "Coloured

Glazing, Paper- Staining, Calico-Printing,
Letterpress-Printing, Map-Colouring 3Dress,
Landscape and Flower-Gardening, &c. &c.
Translated by CHAELES MAETEL. Second
Edition ; with 4 Plates. Crown 8vo.

price 10s. 6d.

Chapman History of Gustavus Adol-
phus, and ofthe Thirty Years' War up to the

King's Death : With some Account of its

Conclusion by the Peace of Westphalia, in
1648. By B. CHAPMAN, M.A., Yicar of
Letherhead. 8vo. with Plans, 12s. 6d.

Clinton. Literary Remains of Henry
Fynes Clinton, M.A., Author of the Fasti

Hellenici, the Fasti Romani, &c. : Comprising
an Autobiography and Literary Journal,
and brief Essays on Theological Subjects.
Edited by the Rev. C. J. FYNES CLINTON,

, M.A. Post 8vo. 9s. 6d.

Conybeare. Essays, Ecclesiastical and
Social : Reprinted, with Additions, from the

Edinburgh Review. By the Rev. W. J.

CONTBEAEE, M.A., late Fellow of Trinity
College, Cambridge. 8vo. 12s.

Conybeare and Howson The Life and

Epistles of Saint Paul: Comprising a

complete Biography of the Apostle, and
a Translation of his Epistles inserted in

Chronological Order. By the Rev. W. J.

CONYBEAEE, M.A.
;

and the Rev. J. S.

HOWSON, M.A. Second Edition, carefully
revised and corrected, and printed in a more
convenient form

; with several Maps and

Woodcuts, and 4 Plates. 2 vols. square
crown 8vo. 31s. 6d. cloth.

*** The Original Edition, with more numerous Illustra-

tions, in 2 vols. 4to. price 18s. may also be had.

Dr. Copland's Dictionary of Practical

Medicine : Comprising General Pathology,
the Nature and Treatment of Diseases,
Morbid Structures, and the Disorders es-

pecially incidental to Climates, to Sex, and
to the different Epochs of Life; with nume-
rous approved Formula of the Medicines
recommended. Vols. I. and II. 8vo. price
3 ; and Parts X. to XVII. 4s. 6d. each.

V Part XVIII., completing the work, is preparing for

publication.

Cresy's Encyclopaedia of Civil Engi-
neering, Historical, Theoretical, and Prac-

tical. Illustrated by upwards of 3,000
Woodcuts. Second Edition, revised and

brought down to the Present Time in a

Supplemen t,comprisingMetropolitan Water-

Supply, Drainage of Towns, Railways,
Cubical Proportion, Brick and Iron Con-

struction, Iron Screw Piles, Tubular Bridges,
&c. Svo. 63s. cloth. The SUPPLEMENT

separately, price 10s. 6d. cloth.

Cotton. Instructions in the Doctrine
and Practice of Christianity. Intended

chiefly as an Introduction to Confirmation.

By G. E. L. COTTON, M.A., late FeUow of

Trinity College, Cambridge. 18mo. 2s. 6d.
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rhe Cricket-Field; or, the Science and

History of the Game of Cricket. By the

Author of Principles of Scientific Batting.
Second Edition, greatly improved ; with
Plates and Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. pi-ice 5s.

half-bound.

Lady Gust's Invalid's Book. The In-

valid's Own Book : A Collection of Recipes
from various Books and various Countries.

By the Honourable LADY CUST. Second
Edition. Fcp. 8vo. price 2s. 6d.

Dale. The Domestic Liturgy and Family
Chaplain, in Two Parts : PAKT I. Church
Services adapted for Domestic lite, with

Prayers for Every Day of the Week, selected

from the Book of Common Prayer ;
PAET

II. an appropriate Sermon for Every Sunday
in the Year. By the Eev. THOMAS DALE,
M.A., Canon Residentiary of St. Paul's.

Second Edition. Post 4to. 21s. cloth;
31s. 6d. calf ;

or 2. 10s. morocco.
f THE FAMILY CHAPLAIN, 12s,

I THE DOMESTIC LITURGY, 10s. 6d.

)avy (Dr. J.) The Angler and his
Friend

; or, Piscatory Colloquies and Fish-

ing Excursions. By JOHN DAYY, M.D.,
F.R.S., &c. Fcp. 8vo. price 6s.

)elabeche. Report on the Geology of

Cornwall, Devon, and West Somerset. By
SIR HENKY T. DELABECHE, F.R.S., late

Director- General of the Geological Survey.
With Maps, Plates, and Woodcuts. 8vo.

price 14s.

)e la Rive. A Treatise on Electricity,
in Theory and Practice. By A. DE LA KIVE,
Professor in the Academy of Geneva. Trans-
lated for the Author by C. V. WALKER,
F.R.S. In Three Volumes; with numerous
Woodcuts. Yol. I. 8vo. price 18s. j Yol. II.

price 28s.

)ennistoun. Memoirs of Sir Robert
Strange, Knight, Engraver, Member of
several Foreign Academies of Design ;

and
of his Brother-in-law, Andrew Lumisden.

By JAMES DENNISTOTJN, of Dennistoun.
2 vols. post 8vo. with Illustrations, 21s.

ligby. The Lover's Seat: Kathemerina;
or, Common Things in relation to Beauty,
Yirtue, and Truth. By KENELM HENKY
DIGBY, Author of Mores Cathofici, &c. 2 vols.

fop. 8vo. 12s.

Discipline. By the Author of
"
Letters

to my Unknown Friends," &c. Second

Edition, enlarged. 18mo. price 2s. 6d.

Dodd. The Food of London : A Sketch
of the chief Yarietics, Sources of Supply,
probable Quantities, Modes of Arrival, Pro-

cesses of Manufacture, suspected Adultera-

tion, and Machinery of Distribution of the

Food for a Community of Two Millions and
a Half. By GEOEGE DODD, Author of

British Manufactures, &c. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d.

The Eclipse of Faith
; or, a Visit to a

Religious Sceptic. 7th Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 5s,

Defence of The Eclipse of Faith, by its

Author : Being a Rejoinder to Professor

Newman's Reply : Including a full Exami-
nation of that Writer's Criticism on the

Character of Christ
;
and a Chapter on the

Aspects and Pretensions of Modern Deism.

Second. Edititn, revised. Post 8vo. 5s. 6d.

The Englishman's Greek Concordance of
the New Testament : Being an Attempt at a

Yerbal Connexion between the Greek and

thetEnglish Texts
; including a Concordance

to the Proper Names, with Indexes, Greek-

English and English- Greek. New Edition,
with a new Index. Royal 8vo. price 42s.

The Englishman's Hebrew and Chaldee Con-

cordance of the Old Testament : Being an

Attempt at a Yerbal Connexion between
the Original and the English Translations j

with Indexes, a List of the Proper Names
and their Occurrences, &c. 2 vols. royal
8vo. 3. 13s. 6d.

; large paper, 4. 14s. 6d.

Ephemera's Handbook of Angling;
teaching Fly-Fishing, Trolling, Bottom-

Fishing, Salmon-Fishing ;
with the Natural

History of River-Fish, and the best Modes
of Catching them. Third Edition, corrected

and improved ; with Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo 5s.

Ephemera. The Book of the Salmon : Com-

prising the Theory, Principles, and Prac-

tice of Fly-Fishing for Salmon ; Lists of

good Salmon Flies for every good River in

the Empire ;
the Natural History of the

Salmon, its Habits described, and the best

way of artificially Breeding it. By EPHE-
MERA

;
assisted by ANDREW YOUNG. Fcp.

8vo. with coloured Plates, price 14s.

W. Erskine, Esq. History of India
under Baber and Hurnayun, the First Two
Sovereigns of the House of Taimur. By
WILLIAM EESKINE, Esq. 2 vols. 8vo. 32e.

Etheridge. Jerusalem and Tiberias;
Sora and Cordova : A Yiew of the Religious
and Scholastic Learning of the Jews. De-

signed as an Introduction to Hebrew Lite-

rature. By J. W. ETHEEIDGE, M.A., Ph.D.
Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.
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Fairbairn. Useful Information for En-

gineers : Being a Series of Lectures delivered

to the Working Engineers of Yorkshire and

Lancashire. With a Series of Appendices,

containing the Results of Experimental In-

quiries into the Strength of Materials, the

Causes of Boiler Explosions, &c. By
WILLIAM FAIEBAIEN, F.R.S., F.G.S. With

Plates and Woodcuts. Royal 8vo. price 15s.

Faraday (Professor).
- The Subject-

Matter of Six Lectures on the Non-Metallic

Elements, delivered before the Members

of the Royal Institution, by PEOFESSOB

FAEADAY, D.C.L., E.R.S., &c. Arranged by

permission from the Lecturer's Notes by

J. SCOFFEBN, M.B. Fcp. 8vo. price 5s. 6d.

Flemish Interiors. By the Writer of

A Glance behind the Grilles of Religious

Houses in Trance. Fcp. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Forester. Travels in the Islands of Cor-

sica and Sardinia. By THOMAS FOBESTEB,

Author of Rambles in Norway. With nume-

rous coloured Illustrations and Woodcuts,

from Sketches made during the Tour by

Lieutenant- Colonel M. A. BIDDULPH, R.A.

Imperial 8vo. O Me Press -

Fulcher Life of Thomas Gainsborough,

RA. By the late GEOEGB WILLIAMS

FTJLCHEE. Edited by his SON. With 4

Illustrations. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo.

[Nearly ready.

Gilbart. A Practical Treatise on Bank-

in* By JAMES WILLIAM GILBAET, F.R.S.,

General Manager of the London and West-

minster Bank. Sixth Edition, revised

and enlarged. 2 vols. 12mo. Portrait, 16s.

Gilbart Logic for the Million: a

Familiar Exposition of the Art ofReasoning.

By J. W. GILBABT, F.R.S. 4th Edition ;

with Portrait of the Author. 12mo. 3s. 6d.

Gilbart -Logic for the Young: Consisting of

Twenty -five Lessons in the Art ofReasoning.

Selected from the Logic of Dr. Isaac Watts.

By J. W. GILBAET, F.R.S. 12mo. Is.

The Poetical Works of Oliver Goldsmith.

Edited by BOLTON COENEY, Esq. Illustrated

by Wood Engravings, from Designs by

Members of the Etching Club. Square

crown 8vo. cloth, 21s. ; morocco, 1. 16s.

Gosse. A Naturalist's Sojourn in

Jamaica. By P. H. GOSSE, Esq. With
Plates. Post 8vo. price 14s.

Mr. W. E. Greg's Contributions to The

Edinburgh Review. Essays on Political and

Social Science. Contributed chiefly to the '

Edinburgh Review. By WILLIAM R. GEEG.

2 vols. 8vo. price 24s.

Grove. The Correlation of Physical

Forces. By W. R. GEOYE, Q.C., M.A.,

F.R.S., &c. Third Edition ; with Notes and

References. 8vo. price 7s.

Gurney St. Louis and Henri IV. : Being
a Second Series of Historical Sketches,

By the Rev. J. HAMPDEN GFBNEY, M.A.

Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

Evening Recreations ; or, Samples from

the Lecture-Room. Edited by the Rev.

JOHN HAMPDEN GUENEY, M.A., Rector of

St. Mary's, Marylebone. Crown 8vo. 5s.

Gwilt. AnEncyclopsedia ofArchitecture,

Historical, Theoretical, and Practical. By
JOSEPH GWILT. With more than 1,000

Wood Engravings, from Designs by J. S.

GWILT. Third Edition. 8vo. 42s.

Halloran. Eight Months' Journal of

Visit to Japan, Loochoo, and Pootoo. By
ALFEED LATJEENCE HALLOEAN, Mastei

R.N., F.R.G.S., Polperro, Cornwall. With

Etchings and Woodcuts from Designs bj

the Author, Post 8vo. [NearJy ready.

Hare (Archdeacon). The Life of Luther

in Forty-eight Historical Engravings. Bj
GUSTAV KONIG. With Explanations b}

AECHDEACON HABE and SUSANNA WIN*
WOBTH. Fcp. 4to. price 28s.

Harford.-Life of Michael Angelo Buo

narvotti ; comprising Memoirs of Savonaroi

and Vittoria Colonna, and much Contem

poraneous History. By JOHN S. HABFOBD

D.C.L., F.R.S., Member of the Roman Aca

demy of Painting of St. Luke, and of th

Archaeological Society of Rome.

8vo. with Portrait of Michael Angelo, an

numerous Illustrations. \In the press.

Also, to be sold separately,
in folio,

Engravings illustrative of the
WOTfcsrf^j^

Augclo, both in .Painting ar j

plaiiatory Descriptions of tl

SHELL, Esq., R.A.
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Harry Hieover. Stable Talk and Table
Talk

; or, Spectacles for Young Sportsmen.
By HAEEY HIEOVEE. New Edition, 2 vols.

8vo. with Portrait, price 24s.

Harry Hieover.- The Hunting-Field. By Harry
HIEOYEE. With Two Plates. Fcp. 8vo.
5s. half-bound.

Harry Hieover. Practical Horseman-
ship. By HAEEY HIEOYEE. Second Edition ;

with 2 Plates. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. half-bound.

Harry Hieover. The Stud, for Practical Pur-

poses and Practical Men : Being a Guide
to the Choice of a Horse for use more than
for show. By HAEEY HIEOYEE. With 2
Plates. Fcp. 8vo. price 5s. half-bound.

Harry Hieover. The Pocket and the Stud
; or,

Practical Hints on the Management of the

Stable. By HAEEY HIEOYEE. Second

Edition; with Portrait of theAuthor. Fcp.
8vo. price 5s. half-bound.

Hassall (Dr.)-Food and its Adultera-
tions : Comprising the Reports of the Ana-

lytical Sanitary Commission of The Lancet
for the Years 1851 to 1854 inclusive, revised
and extended. By ABTHUE HILL HASSALL,
M.D., &c., Chief Analyst of the Commission.
8vo. with 159 Woodcuts, 28s.

Col. Hawker's Instructions to Young
Sportsmen in all that relates to Guns and

Shooting. 10th Edition, revised and brought
down to the Present Time, by the Author's

Son, Major P. W. L. HAWKEE. With a
New Portrait of the Author, and numerous
Plates and Woodcuts. 8vo. 21s.

Haydon. The Life of Benjamin Robert

Haydon, Historical Painter, from his Auto-

biography and Journals. Edited and com-

piled by TOM TAYLOE, M.A., of the Inner

Temple, Esq. 3 vois. post 8vo. 31s. 6d.

Haydn's Book of Dignities : Containing
Rolls of the Official Personages ofthe British

Empire, Civil, Ecclesiastical, Judicial, Mili-

tary, Naval, and Municipal, from the Earliest

Periods to the Present Time. Together
with the Sovereigns of Europe, from the
Foundation of their respective States

j the

Peerage and Nobility of Great Britain
; &c.

Being a New Edition, improved and conti-

nued, of Beatson's Political Index. 8vo.
25s. half-bound.

Herring. Paper and Paper-Making,
Ancient and Modern. By RICHAED HEE-
BING. With an Introduction by the Rev.
GEOEGE CEOLY, LL.D. Second Edition,
with Plates and Specimens. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Sir John Herschel. Outlines of Astro-

nomy. By SIE JOHN F. W. HEESCHEL,
Bart., &c. New Edition; with Plates and
Wood Engravings. 8vo. price 18s.

Hill.- Travels in Siberia. By S. S. Hill,

Esq., Author of Travels on the Shores of
the Baltic. With a large Map of European
and Asiatic Russia. 2 vols. post 8vo. 24s.

Hints on Etiquette and the Usages of

Society: With a Glance at Bad Habits.
New Edition, revised (with Additions) by a

Lady ofRank. Fcp.Svo. price Half-a-Crown.

Holland. Medical Notes and Reflec-
tions. By SIE HENBY HOLLAND, Bart.,

M.D., F.R.S., &c., Physician in Ordinary
to the Queen and Prince Albert. Third

Edition, with Alterations and Additions.
8vo. 18s.

Holland.- Chapters on Mental Physiology. By
SIE HENEY HOLLAND, Bart., F.R.S., &c.

Founded chiefly on Chapters contained in

the First and Second Editions of Medical
Notes and Refections by the same Author.
8vo. price lOs. 6d.

Hook. The Last Days of Our Lord's

Ministry : A Course of Lectures on the

principal Events of Passion Week. By
the Rev. W. F. HOOK, D.D. New Edition.

Fcp. 8vo. price 6s.

Hooker. Kew Gardens; or, a Popular
Guide to the Royal Botanic Gardens of

Kew. By SIE WILLIAM JACKSON HOOKEB,
K.H., &c., Director. New Edition; with

many Woodcuts. 16mo. price Sixpence.

Hooker. Museum of Economic Botany ;

or, a Popular Guide to the Useful and Re-
markable Vegetable Products ofthe Museum
in the Royal Gardens of Zew. By SIE W. J.

HOOKEE, K.H., &c., Director. With 29
Woodcuts. 16mo. price Is.

Hooker and Arnott. The British Flora;

comprising the Phsenogamous or Flowering
Plants, and the Ferns. Seventh Edition,
with Additions and Corrections

;
and nu-

merous Figures illustrative of the Umbelli-
ferous Plants, the Composite Plants, the

Grasses, and the Ferns. By SIE W. J.

HOOKEE, F.R.A. and L.S., &c.
;
and G. A.

WALKEE-AENOTT, LL.D., F.L.S. 12mo.
with 12 Plates, price 14s. ; with the Plates

coloured, price 21s.
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Home's Introduction to the Critical

Study and Knowledge of the Holy Scrip-
tures. Tenth Edition, revised, corrected,

and brought down to the present time.

Edited by the Rev. T. HAETWELL HOENE,
B.D. (the Author) ;

the Eev. SAMUEL
DAYIDSON, D.D. of the University of Halle,

and LL.D. ;
and S. PEIDEATJX TBEGELLES,

LL.D. With 4 Maps and 22 Vignettes and

Facsimiles. 4 vols. 8vo. 3. 13s. 6d.

V The Four Volumes may also be had separately as

follows :

VOL. I. A Summary of the Evidence for the Genuineness,
Authenticity, Uncorrupted Preservation, and Inspiration of

the Holy Scriptures. By the Rev. T. H. Home, B.D. . Svo.los.

VOL. II. The Text ofthe Old Testament considered : With
a Treatise on Sacred Interpretation ;

and a brief Introduc-

tion to the Old Testament Books and the Apocrypha. By S.

Davidson, D.D. (Halle) and LL.D 8vo. 25s.

VOL. III. A Summary of Biblical Geography and Anti-

quities. By the Rev. T. H. Home, B.D 8vo. 18s.

VOL. IV. An Introduction to the Textual Criticism of the

New Testament. By the Rev. T. H. Home, B.D. The
Critical Part re-written, and the remainder revised and
edited by is. P. Tregelles, LL.D 8vo. 18s.

Home. A Compendious Introduction to the

Study of the Bible. By the Kev. T. HAET-
WELL HOENE, B.D. New Edition, with

Maps and Illustrations, 12mo. 9s.

How to Nurse Sick Children: Intended

especially as a Help to the Nurses in the

Hospital for Sick Children ;
but containing

Directions of service to all who have the

charge of the Young. Fcp. 8vo. Is. 6d.

Howitt (A. M.) An Art-Student in

Munich. By ANNA MAEY HOWITT. 2

vols. post 8vo. price 14s.

Howitt.-The Children's Year. By Mary
HOWITT. With Four Illustrations, from

Designs by A. M. HOWITT. Square 16mo. 5s .

Howitt. Land, Labour, and Gold;

or, Two Years in Victoria : With Visit to

Sydney and Van Diemen's Land. By
WILLIAM HOWITT. 2 vols. post 8vo. 21s.

Howitt. Visits to Remarkable Places :

Old Halls, Battle-Fields, and Scenes illustra-

tive of Striking Passages in English History
and Poetry. By WILLIAM HOWITT. With
about 80 Wood Engravings. New Edition.

2 vols. square crown 8vo. 25s. cloth, gilt top.

William Howitt' s Boy's Country Book: Being
the Keal Life of a Country Boy, written

by hi: r. self j exhibiting all the Amusements,
Pleasures, and Pursuits of Children in the

Country. New Edition
;
with 40 Wood-

'

cuts. Fcp. 8vo. price 6s.

Howitt. The Rural Life of England. By
WILLIAM HOWITT. New Edition, cor-

rected and revised ;
with Woodcuts by

Bewick and Williams. Medium 8vo. 21s.

Hue. -The Chinese Empire: A Sequel
to Hue and Gabet's Journey through Tartary
and Thibet. By the Abbe Hue, formerly

Missionary Apostolic in China. Second

Edition ; with Map. 2 vols. 8vo. 24s.

Hudson's Plain Directions for Making
Wills in conformity with the Law : With a

clear Exposition of the Law relating to the

distribution of Personal Estate in the case

of Intestacy, two Forms of Wills, and much
useful information. New and enlarged Edi-

tion
; including the Provisions of the Wills

Act Amendment Act. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Hudson's Executor's Guide. New and

enlarged Edition; with the Addition of

Directions for paying Succession Duties on

Real Property under Wills and Intestacies,

and a Table for finding the Values of Annui-

ties and the Amount of Legacy and Succes-

sion Duty thereon. Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

Hudson and Kennedy.-Where there 's

a Will there 's a Way : An Ascent of Mont

Blanc by a New Route and Without Guides.

By the Eev. C. HUDSON, M.A., St. John's

College, Cambridge ;
and E. S. KENNEDY,

B.A., Caius College, Cambridge. Second

Edition, with Two Ascents of Monte Rosa ; a

Plate, and a coloured Map. Post 8vo. 5s. 6d.

Humboldt's Cosmos. Translated, with

the Author's authority, by MES. SABINE.

Vols. I. and II. 16mo. Half-a-Crown each,

sewed ;
3s. 6d. each, cloth : or in post 8vo.

12s. each, cloth. Vol. III. post 8vo.

12s. 6d. cloth : or in 16mo. Part I. 2s. 6d.

sewed, 3s. 6d. cloth ;
and Part II. 3s. sewed,

4s. cloth,

Humboldt's Aspects of Nature. Translat

with the Author's authority, by MES.SABINE

16mo. price 6s. : or in 2 vols. 3s. 6d. each,

cloth ;
2s. 6d. each, sewed.

Humphreys. Parables of Our Lord,

illuminated and ornamented in the style of

the Missals of the Renaissance by HENEY
NOEL HUMPHEEYS. Square fcp. 8vo. 2

in massive carved covers j
or 30s. bound in

morocco by Hajday.

Hunt. Researches on Light in its

Chemical Relations ; embracing a Con-

sideration of all the Photographic Processes.

By ROBEET HUNT, F.R.S. Second Edition,

with Plate and Woodcuts. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Idle. Hints on Shooting, Fishing, &c.,

both on Sea and Land, and in the Fresh-

Water Lochs of Scotland : Being the Expe-
riences of C. IDLE, Esq. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.
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Mrs. Jameson's Legends of the Saints

and Martyrs : First Series of Sacred and

Legendary Art. Second Edition
; with nu-

merous Woodcuts, and 16 Etchings by the

Author. Square crown 8ro. 28s.

Mrs. Jameson's Legends of the Monastic

Orders, as represented in the Fine Arts :

Second Series of Sacred and Legendary Ai t.

Second Edition, enlarged ;
with 11 Etchings

by the Author, and 88 Woodcuts. Square
crown 8vo. price 28s.

Mrs. Jameson's Legends of the Madonna,
as represented in the Fine Arts : Third
Series of Sacred and Legendary Art. With
55 Drawings by the Author, and 152 Wood-
cuts. Square crown 870. 28s.

Mrs. Jameson's Commonplace-Book of

Thoughts, Memories, and Fancies, Original
and Selected. Part I. Ethics and Character

;

Part II. Literature and Art. Second Edit.

revised and corrected
;
with Etchings and

Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 18s.

Mrs. Jameson's Two Lectures on the Employ-
L ment of Women.

1. SISTERS of CHARITY, Catholic and Protestant,
Abroad and at Home. Second Edition, with new
Preface. Fcp. 8vo. 4s.

2. The COMMUNION of LABOUK : A Second Lecture on
the Social Employments of Women. Fcp. 8vo. 3s.

Jaquemet's Compendium of Chronology :

Containing the most important Dates of

General History, Political, Ecclesiastical,
and Literary, from the Creation of the
World to the end of the Year 1854. Edited

by the Rev. J. ALCOBN, M.A. Post 8vo.

price 7s. 6d.

Jennings.- Social Delusions concerning
Wealth and Want. By RICFAED JENNINGS,
M.A., Trinity College, Cambridge ; Author
of Natural Elements of Political Economy.
Fcp. 8vo. 4s.

Lord Jeffrey's Contributions to The
Edinburgh Eeview. A New Edition, com-
plete in One Volume, with a Portrait en-

graved by Henry Kobinson, and a Vignette.
Square crown 8vo. 21s. cloth

; or 30s. calf.

Or in 3 vols. 8vo. price 42s.

Bishop Jeremy Taylor's Entire Works :

With Life by BISHOP HEBEE. Revised and
corrected by the Key. CHAKLES PAGE EDEN,
Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford. Now
complete in 10 vols. 8vo. 10s. 6d. each.

Johns and Nicolas's Calendar of Victory :

Being a Record of British Valour and Con-

quest by Sea and Land, on Every Day in

the Year, from the Earliest Period to the

Battle of Inkermann. Fcp. 8vo. 12s. 6d.

Johnston. A Dictionary of Geography,
Descriptive, Physical, Statistical, and Histori-

cal : Forming a complete General Gazetteer

of the World. By A. KEITH JOHNSTON,
F.R.S.E., F.R.G.S., F.G.S., Geographer at

Edinburgh in Ordinary to Her Majesty.
Second Edition, thoroughly revised. In 1

vol. of 1,360 pages, comprising about 50,000
Names of Places. 8vo. 36s. cloth

j
or half-

bound in russia, 41s.

Jones (Owen).-Flowers and their Kin-

dred Thoughts : A Series of Stanzas. By
MAET ANNE BACON. With beautiful Illus-

trations of Flowers, designed and executed

in illuminated pi'intirig by OWEN JONES.

Reprinted. Imperial 8vo. price 31s. 6d. calf.

Kalisch. Historical and Critical Com-
mentary on the Old Testament. By DE.
M. KALISCH, M.A. First Portion Exodus :

in Hebrew and English, with copious Notes,

Critical, Philological, and Explanatory.
8vo. 15s.

%* An edition of the Exodus, as above (for the use of

English readers), comprising the English Translation, and
an abridged Commentary. 8vo. price 12s.

Kemble. The Saxons in England : A
History of the English Commonwealth till

the Norman Conquest. By JOHN M. KEM-
BLE, M.A., &c. 2 vols. 8vo. 28s.

Kemp.-The Phasis of Matter : Being
an Outline of the Discoveries and Applica-
tions of Modern Chemistry. By T. Lim>-
LEY KEMP, M.D. With 148 Woodcuts.
2 vols. crown 8vo. 21s.

Kennard. Eastern Experiences col-
lected during a Winter's Tour in Egypt and
the Holy Land. By ADAM STEINMETZ
KENNAED. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Kesteven. A Manual of the Domestic
Practice of Medicine. By W. B. KESTEVEN,
Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons of

England, &c. Square post 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Kirby and Spence's Introduction to

Entomology ; or, Elements of the Natural
History of Insects : Comprising an Account
of Noxious and Useful Insects, of their Meta-
morphoses, Food, Stratagems, Habitations,
Societies, Motions, Noises, Hybcrnation
Instinct, &c. Seventh Edition, with an Ap-
pendix relative to the Origin and Progress
of the work. Crown 8vo. 5e.
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LARDNER'S CABINET CYCLOPAEDIA
Of History, Biography, Literature, the Arts and Sciences, Natural History, and Manufactures.

A Series of Original Works by

SIR JOHN HKRSCHEL,
SIR JAMES MACKINTOSH,
ROBERT SOUTHEY,
SIR DAVID BREWSTER,

BISHOP THIRLWALL,
THE REV. G. R. GLEIO,
J. C. L. DE SISMONDI,
JOHN PHILLIPS, F.R.S., G.S.

THOMAS KEIGHTLEY,
JOHN FORSTER,
SIR WALTER SCOTT,
THOMAS MOORE,

AND OTHER EMINENT WRITERS.

Complete in 132 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Vignette Titles, price, in cloth, Nineteen Guineas.

The Works separately, in Sets or Series, price Three Shillings and Sixpence each Volume.

A List of the WORKS composing the CABINET CYCLOPAEDIA:
. Bell's History of Russia 3 vols. 10s. Gd.

2. Bell's Lives of British Poets 2 vols. 7s.

3. Brewster's Optics 1 vol. 3s. 6d.

4. Cooley's Maritime and Inland Discovery 3 vols. 10s. 6d.

5. Crowe's History of France 8 vols. 10s. 6d.

6. De Morgan on Probabilities 1 vol. 3s. Gd.

7. De Sismondi's History of the Italian

Republics 1 vol. 3s. 6d.

8. De Sismondi's Fall of the Roman Empire 2 vols. 7s.

9. Donovan's Chemistry 1 vol. 3s. Gd.

10. Donovan's Domestic Economy 2 vols. 7s.

11. Dunham's Spain and Portugal 5 vols. 17s. 6d.

12. Dunham's History of Denmark, Sweden,
and Norway 3 vols. 10s. Gd .

13. Dunham's History of Poland 1 vol. 3s. Gd.

li. Dunham's Germanic Empire 3 vols. 10s. 6d.

15. Dunham's Europe during the Middle

Ages 4 vols. 1 Is.

16. Dunham's British Dramatists 2 vols. 7s.

17. Dunham's Lives of Early Writers of

Great Britain 1 vol. 3s. 6d.

18. Fergus's History of the United States . . 2 vols. 7s.

19. Fosbroke's Grecian & Roman Antiquities 2 vols. 7s.

20. Forster's Lives of the Statesmen of the

Commonwealth 5 vols. 17s. Gd.

21. Gleig's Lives of British Military Com-
manders 3 vols. 10s. Gd.

22. Grattan's History of the Netherlands ... 1 vol. 3s. Gd.

23. Henslow's Botany 1 vol. 3s. 6d.

24. Herschel's Astronomy 1 vol. 3s. Gd.

25. Herschel's Discourse on Natural Philo-

sophy 1 vol. 3s. Gd.

26. History of Rome 2 vols. 7s.

27. History of Switzerland 1 vol. 3s. Gd.

28. Holland's Manufactures in Metal 3 vols. 10s. Gd.

29. James's Lives of Foreign Statesmen 5 vols. 17s. Gd.

30. Kater and Lardner's Mechanics 1 vol. 3s. Gd.

31. Keightley's Outlines of History 1 vol. 3s. Gd.

32. Lardner's Arithmetic 1 vol. 3s. Gd.

33. Lardner's Geometry 1 vol. 3s. Gd.

34. Lardner on Heat 1 vol. 3s. GJ.

35. Lardner's Hydrostatics and Pneumatics 1 vol. 3s. 6d.

36. Lardner and Walker's Electricity and

Magnetism 2 vols. 7s.

37. Mackintosh, Forster, and Courtenay's
Lives of British Statesmen 7 vols. 21s. Gd .

38. Mackintosh, Wallace, and Bell's History
of England 10 vols. 35s.

39. Montgomery and Shelley's eminent Ita-

lian, Spanish, and Portuguese Authors 3 vols. 10s. Gd.

40. Moore's History of Ireland 4 vols. 11s.

41. Nicolas's Chronology of History 1 vol. 3s. Gd.

42. Phillips's Treatise on Geology 2 vols. 7s.

43. Powell's History of Natural Philosophy 1 vol. 3s. 6d.

44. Porter's Treatise on the Manufacture of

Silk 1 vol. 3s. Gd.

45. Porter's Manufactures of Porcelain and
Glass 1 vol. Ss. Gd.

46. Roscoe's British Lawyers 1 vol. 3s. Gd.

47. Scott's History of Scotland 2 vols. 7s.

48. Shelley's Lives of eminent French
Authors 2 vols. 7s.

49. Shuckard and Swainson's Insects 1 vol. 3s. Gd.

50. Southey's Lives of British Admirals .... 5 vols. 17s. Gd.

51. Stebbing's Church History 2 vols. 7s.

52. Stebbing's History of the Reformation. . 2 vols. 7s.

53. Swainson's Discourse on Natural History 1 vol. 3s. Gd.

51. Swainson's Natural History and Classi-

fication of Animals 1 vol. 3s. Cd.

55. Swainson's Habits and Instincts of

Animals 1 vol. 3s. Gd.

56. Swainson's Birds 2 vols. 7s.

57. Swainson's Fish, Reptiles, &c 2 vols. 7s.

i
58. Swainson's Quadrupeds 1 vol. 3s. 6d.

|

59. Swainson's Shells and Shell-Fish 1 vol. 3s. 6d.

j

60. Swainson's Animals in Menageries 1 vol. 3s. Gd.

j

61. Swainson's Taxidermy and Biography of

Zoologists 1 vol. 3s. Gd.

G2. Thirlwall's History of Greece 8 vols. 2Ss.

Mrs. R. Lee's Elements of Natural His-

tory ; or, First Principles of Zoology : Com-

prising the Principled of Classification, inter-

spersed with amusing and instructive A c

counts of the most remarkable Animals.
New Edition; Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Letters to my Unknown Friends. By
a LADY, Author of Letters on Happiness.
Fourth Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.

Letters on Happiness, addressed to a Friend.

By a LADY, Author of Letters to my Unknown
Friends. Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

i
L. E. L. The Poetical Works of Letitia

Elizabeth Landon ; comprising the Impro-

visatiice, the Venetian Bracelet, the Golden

Violet, the Troubadour, and Poetical Remains,

New Edition ; with 2 Vignettes by R. Doyle.
2 vols. 16mo. 10s. cloth j morocco, 21s.

Dr. John Lindley's Theory and Practice

of Horticulture ; or, an Attempt to explain
the principal Operations of Gardening upon
Physiological Grounds : Being the Second

Edition of the Theory of Horticulture, much

enlarged ;
with 98 Woodcuts. 8vo. 21s.
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)r. John Lindley's Introduction to

Botany. New Edition, with Corrections and

copious Additions. 2 vols. 8vo. with Six

Plates and numerous Woodcuts, price 24s.

Jinwood. Anthologia Oxoniensis, sive

Florilegium e Lusibus poeticis diversorum

Oxoniensiura Grsecis et Latinis decerptuni.
Curante GULIELMO LiNWOOD, M.A., Mdis
Christi Aluinno. 8vo. price 14s.

jorimer's (C.) Letters to a Young Master
Mariner on some Subjects connected with

his Calling. New Edition. Fcp. Svo. 5s. 6d.

lOudon's Encyclopaedia of Gardening:
Comprising the Theory and Practice of Hor-

ticulture, Floriculture, Arboriculture, and

Landscape- Gardening. With many hundred
Woodcuts. New Edition, corrected and

improved by MES. LOTJDON. 8vo. 50s.

lOudon's Encyclopaedia of Trees and
Shrubs, or Arboretum et Fruticetum Eritan-

nicum abridged : Containing the Hardy Trees

and Shrubs of Great Britain, Native and

Foreign, Scientifically and Popularly De-
scribed. With about 2,000 Woodcuts.
8vo. 50s.

lOudon's Encyclopaedia of Agriculture :

Comprising the Theory and Practice of the

Valuation, Transfer, Laying-out, Improve-
ment, and Management of Landed Property,
and of the Cultivation and Economy of the

Animal and Vegetable Productions of Agri-
culture. New Edition ; with 1,100 Wood-
cuts. 8vo. 50s.

lOudon's Encyclopaedia of Plants : Com-

prising the Specific Character, Description,

Culture, History, Application in the Arts,

and every other desirable Particular respect-

ing all the Plants found in Great Britain.

New Edition, corrected by MES. LOTJDON.

With upwards of 12,000 Woodcuts. 8vo.

3. 13s. 6d. Second Supplement, 21s.

joudon's Encyclopaedia of Cottage,

Farm, and Villa Architecture and Furniture.

New Edition, edited by MES. LOTJDON ; with

more than 2,000 Woodcuts. 8vo. 63s.

joudon's Self-Instruction for Young
Gardeners, Foresters, Bailiffs, Land Stew-

ard?, and Farmers
;
in Arithmetic, Book-

keeping, Geometry, Mensuration, Practical

Trigonometry, Mechanics, Land-Surveying,
Levelling, Planning and Mapping, Architec-

tural Drawing, and Isometrical Projection
and Perspective. 8vo. Portrait, 7s. 6d.

London's Hortus Britannicus
; or, Cata-

logue of all the Plants found in Great

Britain. New Edition, corrected by MES.
LOTJDON. 8vo. 31s. 6d.

Mrs. Loudon's Lady's Country Compa-
nion; or, How ito Enjoy a Country Life

Rationally. Fourth Edition, with Plates

and Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.

Mrs. Loudon's Amateur Gardener's

Calendar, or Monthly Guide to what should

be avoided and done in a Garden. 16mo.
with Woodcuts, 7s. 6d.

Low's Elements of Practical Agriculture ;

comprehending the Cultivation of Plants, the

Husbandry of the Domestic Animals, and

the Economy of the Farm. New Edition j

with 200 Woodcuts, 8vo. 21s.

Lynch. The Rivulet: A Contribution

to Sacred Song. By THOMAS T. LYNCH,
Author of Memorials of Theophilus Trina!,&c.

Second Edition, printed in a more convenient

form. Royal 32mo. 2s. 6cl.

Macaulay. Speeches of the Right Hon.
T. B. Macaulay, M.P. Corrected by HIM-
SELF. 8vo. price 12s.

Macaulay. The History of England
from the Accession of James II. By
THOMAS BABINGTON MACAULAY. New
Edition. Vols. I. and II. 8vo. price 32s. ;

Vols III. and IV. price 36s.

Mr. Macaulay's Critical and Historical

Essays contributed to The Edinburgh
Review. Four Editions, as follows :

1. A LIBHABY EDITION (the Eighth), in 3 vols. 8vo.

price 36s.

2. Complete in OXE VOLUME, with Portrait and Vig-
nette. Square crown Svo. price 21s. cloth; or
30s. calf.

3. Another NEW EDITION, in 3 vols. fcp. Svo. price
21s. cloth.

4. The PBOPLB'S EDITION, in 2 vols. crown Svo. price
8s. cloth.

Macaulay. Lays of Ancient Rome, with

Ivrt, and the Armada. By THOMAS
BABINGTON MACAULAY. New Edition.

16mo. price 4s. 6d. cloth j
or 10s. 6d.

bound in morocco.

Mr. Macaulay's Lays of Ancient Rome.
With numerous Illustrations, Original and
from the Antique, drawn on Wood by
George Scharf, jun., and engraved by Samuel
Williams. New Edition. Fcp. 4to. price
21s. boards ; or 42s. bound in morocco.
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MacDonald. Within and Without: A
Dramatic Poem. By GEORGE MACDONALD.
Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Macdonald. Villa Verocchio; or, the
Youth of Leonardo da Yinci : A Tale. By
the late Miss D . L. MACDONALD. Fcp. 8vo.

price 6s.

MacDougall. The Theory ofWar illus-

trated by numerous Examples from Mili-

tary History. By Lieutenant -Colonel MAC-
DOTJGALL, Superintendent of Studies in the

Eoyal Military College, Sandhurst. Post

8vo. with Plans. [Just ready.

Sir James Mackintosh's Miscellaneous
Works : Including his Contributions to The

Edinburgh Review. Complete in One
Yolume ;

with Portrait and Vignette.

Square crown 8vo. 21s. cloth
;
or 30s. bound

in calf: or in 3 vols. fcp. 8vo. 21s.

Sir James Mackintosh's History of England
from the Earliest Times to the final Esta-

blishment of the Reformation. Library Edi-

tion, revised. 2 vols. 8vo. 21s.

Macleod. The Theory and Practice of

Banking: With the Elementary Principles
of Currency, Prices, Credit, and Exchanges.
By HENRY DUNNING MACLEOD, of the

Inner Temple,Esq., Barrister-at-Law. 2 vols.

royal 8vo. price 30s.

M'Clure. A Narrative of the Discovery
of the North-West Passage by H.M.S.

Investigator^ Capt. SIE ROBEET M'CLUEE,
R.N. Edited by Capt. SHERARD OSBOEN,
C.B., from the Logs, Journals, and Private
Letters of Sir R. M'Clure. With Chart and
4 Views. 8vo. 15s.

Maenaught The Doctrine of Inspira-
tion : Being an Inquiry concerning the In-

fallibility, Inspiration, and Authority of

Holy Writ. By the Rev. JOHN MAC-
NAUGHT, M.A. Second Edition, revised.

[Just ready.

M'Culloch's Dictionary, Practical, Theo-
retical, and ^Historical, of Commerce and
Commercial Navigation. Illustrated with

Maps and Plans. New Edition, corrected
to the Present Time

;
with a Supplement.

8vo. price 50s. cloth
j half-russia, 55s.

M'Culloch's Dictionary, Geographical,
Statistical, and Historical, of the various

Countries, Places, and principal Natural

Objects in the World. Illustrated with Six

large Maps. New Edition, revised; with a

Supplement. 2 vols. 8vo. price 63s.

Maitland. The Church in the Cati

combs : A Description of the Primiti1

Church of Rome. Illustrated by its Sept
chral Remains. By the Rev. CHAELI
MAITLAND. New Edition

;
with sever

Woodcuts. 8vo. price 14s.

Out-of-Doors Drawing. Aphorisms c

Drawing. By the Rev. S. C. MALAN, M..
of Balliol College, Oxford ; Vicar of Broa

Windsor, Dorset. Post 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Mann. ThePhilosophyofReproductio
By ROBERT JAMES MANN, M.D., F.R.,A..

Fcp. 8vo. with Woodcuts, price 4s. 6d.

Mrs. Marcet's Conversations on Chemi

try, in which the Elements of that Scien

are familiarly explained and illustrated 1

Experiments. New Edition, enlarged a]

improved. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. price 14s.

Mrs. Marcet's Conversations on Natural PI

losophy, in which the Elements of th

Science are familiarly explained. New E<

tion, enlarged and corrected
;
with 23 Plat

Fcp. 8vo. price 10s. 6d.

Mrs. Marcet's Conversations on Veg
table Physiology ; comprehending the Ei

ments of Botany, with their Applicatl
to Agriculture. New Edition ;' with

Plates. Fcp. 8vo. price 9s.

Martineau. Endeavours after the Chri

tian Life : Discourses. By JAMES MA
TINEAU. 2 vols. post 8vo. 7s. 6d. each.

Martineau. Hymns for the Christian Chur

and Home. Collected and edited by JAM
MAETINEAU. Eleventh Edition, 32mo. 3s. 6

cloth, or 5s. calf; Fifth Edition, 32rno. Is. 4

cloth, or Is. 8d. roan.

Martineau. Miscellanies. Comprising Essa
on Dr. Priestley, Arnold's Life and Cor,

spondence. Church and State, Theodc
Parker's Discourse of Religion^ "Phases

Faith," the Church of England, and t

Battle of the Churches. By JAMES M.A

TINEAU. Post 8vo. 9s.

Maunder's Biographical Treasury ;
co

sisting of Memoirs, Sketches, and br

Notices of above 12,000 Eminent Persons

All Ages and Nations, from the Earli<

Period of History : Forming a new and co

plete Dictionary of Universal Biograpl
Ninth Edition, revised throughout. Fcp.8
10s. cloth; bound in roan, 12s.

j calf, 12s. (
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Plunder's Geographical Treasury.
The Treasury of Geography, Physical, His-

torical, Descriptive, and Political
;
contaiu-

[ ing a succinct Account of Every Country in

tlu> World : Preceded by an Introductory
I Outline of the History of Geography ;

a

, Familiar Inquiry into the Varieties of Race
and Language exhibited by different Nations

;

and a View of the Relations of Geography
to Astronomy and the Physical Sciences.

;
Commenced by the late SAMUEL MAUNDER

;

1 completed by WILLIAM HUGHES, F.R.G.S.,
late Professor of Geography in the College

\
for Civil Engineers. With 7 Maps and 16

f
Steel Plates. Fcp. 8vo. 10s. cloth

j roan,
' 12s. ; calf, 12s. Gd.

[Maunder's
Historical Treasury ;

com-

prising a General Introductory Outline of

Universal History, Ancient and Modern,
and a Series of separate Histories of Every
principal Nation that exists

;
their Rise,

:

Progress, and Present Condition, the Moral
and Social Character of their respective In-

habitants, their Religion, Manners and Cus-

toms, &c. New Edition
; revised through-

out, with a new GENERAL INDEX. Fcp. 8vo.

10s. cloth
; roan, 12s.

j calf, 12s. 6d.

Maunder's Scientific and Literary Trea-

sury : A new and popular Encyclopaedia of

Science and the Belles-Lettres
; including

all Branches of Science, and every subject
connected with Literature and Art. New
Edition. Fcp. 8vo. price 10s. cloth

j
bound

in roan, 12s.
j calf, 12s. 6d.

Maunder's Treasury of Natural History ;

or, a Popular Dictionary of Animated
Nature : In which the Zoological Character-

istics that distinguish the different Classes,

Genera, and Species, are combined with a

variety of interesting Information illustrative

of the Habits, Instincts, and General Eco-

nomy of the Animal Kingdom. With 900
Woodcuts. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. price
10s. cloth

; roan, 12s.
j calf, 12s. 6d.

Maunder's Treasury of Knowledge, and

Library of Reference. Comprising an Eng-
lish Dictionary and Grammar, an Universal

Gazetteer, a Classical Dictionary, a Chrono-

logy, a Law Dictionary, a Synopsis of the

Peerage, numerous useful Tables, &c. New
Edition, carefully revised and corrected

throughout : With Additions. Fcp. 8vo.

10s. cloth
j bound in roan, 12s.

j calf, 12s. 6d.

Merivale. A History of the Romans
under the Empire. By the Rev. CHARLES
MEUIVALE, B.D., late Fellow of St. John's

College, Cambridge. Vols. I. to III. 8vo.

price 2. 2s. Vols. IV. and V. (from
Augustus to Claudius), price 32s.

Merivale. The Fall oftheRomanRepub-
lic : A Short History of the Last Century of

the Commonwealth. By the Rev. C. MEEI-
YALE, B.D ,

late Fellow of St. John's College,

Cambridge. New Edition. 12mo. 7s. 6d.

Merivale. An Account of the Life and Letters

of Cicero. Translated from the German of

ABEZEN; and Edited by the Rev. CHAELES
MERIVALE, B.D. 12mo. 9s. 6d.

Miles. The Horse's Foot, and How to

Keep it Sound. Eighth Edition ; with an

Appendix on Shoeing in general, and Hunters
in particular, 12 Plates and 12 Woodcuts.

By W. MILES, Esq. Imperial 8vo. 12s. 6d.

%* Two Casts or Moilels of Off Fore Feet, No. 1, Shodfor
All Purposes, No. 2, Sliod with Leather, on Mr. Miles's plan,
may be had, price 3s. each.

Miles. A Plain Treatise on Horse-Shoeing.
By WILLIAM MILES, Es.q. With Plates and
Woodcuts. Small 4to. price 5s.

Milner. Russia, its Rise and Progress,
Tragedies and Revolutions. By the Rev
T. MILNEE, M.A., F.R.G.S. Post 8vo
with Plate, price 10s. 6d.

Milner. The Crimea, its Ancient and Modern

History: The Khans, the Sultans, and
the Czars : With Sketches of its Scenery
and Population. By the Rev. T. MILNEB,
M.A. Post 8vo. with 3 Maps, price 10s. 6d.

Milner. The Baltic; its Gates, Shores, and
Cities : With a Notice of the White Sea.

By the Rev. T. MILNER, M.A., F.R.G.S.
Post 8vo. with Map, price 10s. 6d.

Milner's History of the Church of Christ.

With. Additions by the late Rev. ISAAC

MILNEE, D.D., F.R.S. A New Edition,

revised, with additional Notes by the Rev.
T. GEANTHAM, B.D. 4 vols. 8vo. price 52s.

Montgomery. Memoirs of the Life and

Writings of James Montgomery : Including
Selections from his Correspondence, Remains
in Prose and Verse, and Conversations. By
JOHN HOLLAND and JAMES EVERETT. With
Portraits and Vignettes. 7 vols. post 8vo.

price 3. 13s. 6d.

James Montgomery's Poetical Works :

Collective Edition
;
with the Author's Auto-

biographical Prefaces, complete in One
Volume ; with Portrait and Vignette. Square
crown 8vo. price 10s. 6d. cloth

; morocco,
21s. Or, in 4 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Portrait,
and 7 other Plates, price 14s.

James Montgomery's Original Hymns
for Public, Social, and Private Devotion.
18mo. price 5s. 6d.
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Moore. The Power of the Soul over th

Body, considered in relation to Healt li anc
Morals. By G-EORGE MOOEE, M.D. Fifth
Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

Moore. Man and his Motives. By George
MOOEE, M.D. Third Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

Moore. The TTse of the Body in relation to the

Mind. By GEORGE MOORE, M.D. Third
Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

Moore's Epicurean. New Edition, with
the Notes from the Collective Edition of
MoorJs Poetical Works ; and a Yignette en-

graved onWood : Uniform with Moore's Irish

Melodies and Lalla RookJ/, and with the first

collected edition of Moore's Songs, Ballads,
and Sacred Songs. 16mo. [/ the press.

Moore's Irish Melodies. A New Edi-

tion, with 13 highly-finished Steel Plates,
from Original Designs by

C. W. COPE, R.A. ; D. MACLISE, R.A.j
.

, .. ; . . LAIS, ...
A. L. EGG, A.R.A. ; W. MULRIUDY, R.A. ;

W. P. FRITH, R.A.
;

J. SANT
;

W. E. FHOST, A.R.A. ; F. STONE, A.R.A. ; and
J. C. HOKSLEY ; E. M. WARD, R.A.

Square crown 8vo.price21s. cloth
;
or 31s.6d.

handsomely bound in morocco.

Moore's Irish Melodies. Illustrated by D.

Maclise, E.A. New Edition; with 161

Designs, and the whole of the Letterpress
engraved on Steel, by F. P. Becker. Super-
royal 8vo. 31s. 6d. boards j 2. 12s. 6d.
morocco by Hayday.

Moore's Irish Melodies. New Edition, printed
in Diamond Type; with the Preface and
Notes from the collective edition of Moore's
Poetical Works, the Advertisements originally

prefixed to the Melodies, and a Portrait of
the Author. 32mo. 2s. 6d. An Edition
in 16mo. with Vignette, 5s. ; or 12s. 6d.
morocco by Hayday.

Moore's Lalla Rookh : An Oriental
Romance. With 13 highly-finished Steel

Plates from Original Designs by Corbould,
Meadows, and Stephanoff, engraved under
the superintendence of the late Charles
Heath. New Edition. Square crown 8vo.

price 15s. cloth j morocco, 28s.

Moore's Lalla Kookh. New Edition, printed
in Diamond Type ; with the Preface and
Notes from the collective edition of Moore's

Poetical Works, and a Frontispiece from a

Design by Kenny Meadows. 32mo. 2s. 6d.

An Edition in 16mo. with Vignette, 5s. j

or 12s. 6d. morocco by Hayday.

Moore's Songs, Ballads, and Sacre

Songs. New Edition, printed in Diamor
Type; with the Notes from the collectr
edition of Moore's Poetical Works, and
Vignette from a Design by T. Creswick, R.j
32mo. 2s. 6d. An Edition in 16mo. wit

Vignette by R. Doyle, price 5s.
; or 12s. 6

morocco by Hayday.

Thomas Moore's Poetical Works : Coir

prising the Author's recent Introductior
and Notes. Complete in One Volum
printed in Ruby Type; with a Portrai
Crown 8vo. 12s. 6d. cloth ; morocco b

Hayday, 21s. Also an Edition complete i

1 vol. medium 8vo. with Portrait and Vig
nette, 21s. cloth

; morocco by Hayday, 42;

Another, in 10 vols.fcp. 8vo. with Portrai
and 19 Plates, price 35s.

Moore. Memoirs, Journal, and Corre

spondence of Thomas Moore. Edited b;
the Right Hon. LORD JOHN RUSSELL, M.I
With Portraits and Vignette Illustrations

8 vols. post 8vo. price 10s. 6d. each.

Morell Elements of Psychology : Par
I., containing the Analysis ofthe Intellectua
Powers. By J. D. MORELL, M. A., One o
Her Majesty's Inspectors of Schools. Pos
8vo. 7s. 6d.

Moseley. The Mechanical Principles o

Engineering and Architecture. By H
MOSELET, M.A., F.R.S., Canon of Bristol
&c. Second Edition, enlarged ; with nu
merous Corrections and Woodcuts. Svo.24s

Mure, A Critical History of the Lan>

guage and Literature of Ancient Greece

By WILLIAM MUEE, M.P. of Caldwell
Second Edition. Vols. I. to III. 8vo. price
36s. ; Vol. IV. price 15s.

Murray's Encyclopaedia of Geography ;

comprising a complete Description of the

Earth : Exhibiting its Relation to the

Heavenly Bodies, its Physical Structure, the
Natural History of each Country, and the

Industry, Commerce, Political Institutions,
and Civil and Social State of All Nations.
Second Edition

; with 82 Maps, and upwards
of 1,000 other Woodcuts. 8vo. price 60s.

Neale. The Closing Scene; or, Chris-

tianity and Infidelity contrasted in the Last
Hours of Remarkable Persons. By the
Rev. ERSZINE NEALE, M.A. New Editions.
2 vols. fcp. 8vo. price 6s. each.

Newman. The Office and Work of

Universities. By JOHN HENRY NEWMAN,
D.D., of the Oratory. Fcp. 8vo. price 6s.
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[ewman. Discourses addressed to

Mixed Congregations. By JOHN HENEY
NEWMAN, D.D. Second Edition. Svo. 12s.

[omos : An Attempt to Demonstrate a
Central Physical Law in Nature. Post 8vo.

I price 7s. 6d.

[Lord Normanby. A Year of Revolution.

[ From a Journal kept in Paris in the Year
; 1848. By the MABQUIS of NOEMANBY,

|
K.G. 2 vols. 8vo. [Just ready.

[Oldacre. The Last of the Old Squires.
A Sketch. By CEDEIC OLDACEE, Esq., of

Sax - Normanbury, sometime of Christ

i Church, Oxon. Crown Svo. price 9s. 6d.

Owen. Lectures on the Comparative
! Anatomy and Physiology of the Invertebrate

Animals, delivered at the Royal College of

Surgeons. By RICHAED OWEN, F.R.S.,
Hunterian Professor to the College. Second

Edition, with 235 Woodcuts. 8vo. 21s.

Professor Owen's Lectures on the Comparative

Anatomy and Physiology of the Yertebrate

Animals, delivered at the Royal College of

Surgeons in 1844 and 1846. With numerous
Woodcuts. Yol. I. 8vo. price 14s.

The Complete Works of Blaise Pascal.
Translated from the French, with Memoir,
Introductions to the various Works, Edito-
rial Notes, and Appendices, by GEOEGE
PEAECE, Esq. 3 vols. post 8vo. with Por-

trait, 25s. 6d.

VOL. 1. PASCAL'S PROVINCIAL LET-
ters : with M. Villemain's Essay on Pascal prefixed, and
a new Memoir. Post 8vo. Portrait, 8s. 6d.

VOL. 2. PASCAL'S THOUGHTS O\" RK-
ligion and Evidences of Christianity, with Additions from
original MSS. : from M. FaugeTe's Edition. Post 8vo.
price 8.6d.

VOL. 8. PASCAL'S MISCELLANEOUS
Writings. Correspondence, Detached Thoughts, &c. :

from M. Failure's Edition. Post 8vo. 8e. 6d.

Dr. Pereira's Elements of Materia
Medica and Therapeutics. Third Edition,

enlarged and improved from the Author's

Materials, by A. S. TAYLOE, M.D., and
G. O. REES, M.D. : With numerous Wood-
cuts. Vol.L8vo.28s.; Vol. IL Part 1. 21s. ;

Vol. II. Part II. 24s.

Dr. Pereira's Lectures on Polarised

Light, together with a Lecture on the

Microscope. 2d Edition, enlarged from
Materials left by the Author, by the Rev. B.

POWELL, M.A., &c. Fcp. 8vo. with Wood-
cuts, 7s.

Peschel's Elements of Physics. Trans-
lated from the German, with Notes, by
E. WEST. With Diagrams and Woodcuts.
3 vols. fcp. Svo. 21s.

Ida Pfeiffer's Lady's Second Journey
round the World : From London to the

Cape of Good Hope, Borneo, Java, Sumatra,
Celebes, Ceram, the Moluccas &c., California,

Panama, Peru, Ecuador, and the United
States. 2 vols. post Svo. 21s.

Phillips's Elementary Introduction to

Mineralogy. A New Edition, with extensive

Alterations and Additions, by H. J. BEOOKE,
F.R.S., F.G.S. j

and W. H. MILLEE, M.A.,
F.G.S. With numerous Wood Engravings.
Post Svo. 18s.

Phillips. A Guide to Geology. By John
PHILLIPS, M.A., F.R.S., F.G.S., &c. Fourth

Edition, corrected to the Present Time j

with 4 Plates. Fcp. Svo. 5s.

Phillips. Figures and Descriptions of the

Palaeozoic Fossils of Cornwall, Devon, and
West Somerset ; observed in the course
of the Ordnance Geological Survey of that

District. By JOHN PHILLIPS, F.R.S., F.G.S.,
Ac. 8vo. with 60 Plates, price 9s.

Piesse's Art of Perfumery, and Methods
of Obtaining the Odours of Plants : With
Instructions for theManufacture of Perfumes
for the Handkerchief, Scented Powders,
Odorous Vinegars, Dentifrices, Pomatums,
Cosmetiques, Perfumed Soap, &c. ;

and an

Appendix on the Colours of Flowers, Arti-

ficial Fruit Essences, &c. Second Edition,
revised and improved j with 46 Woodcuts.
Crown 8vo. 8s. 6d.

Pillans. Contributions to the Cause of

Education. By J. PILLANS, Esq ,
Professor

ofHumanity in the University ofEdinburgh.
Svo. 12s.

Pinney. The Duration of Human Life,

and its Three Eras : When Men attained to

be more than 900 Years of Age ; When they
attained to only 450; and When they reached

to only 70. Showing the probable Causes

and material Agents that have Shortened the

Lives of tli e Human Race j
and the Bar-

riers that prevent a return to the Longevity
of the Early Patriarchs. By JOEL PINNEY,

Esq. Svo. 7s. 6d.

Piscator. The Choice and Cookery of

Fish: A Practical Treatise. By PlSCATOE.

Fcp. Svo. price 5s. 6d.
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Captain Portloek's Report on the Geology
of the County of Londonderry, and of Parts

of Tyrone and Fermanagh, examined and
described under the Authority of the Master-
General and Board of Ordnance. 8vo. with
48 Plates, price 24s.

Powell. Essays on the Spirit of the
Inductive Philosophy, the Unity of Worlds,
and the Philosophy of Creation. By the

RCV.BADEN POWELL, M.A.,F.K.S.,F.B.A.S. }

F.G.S., Savilian Professor of Geometry in the

University of Oxford. Second Edition, re-

vised. Crown 8vo. with Woodcuts, 12s. 6d.

Pycroft's Course of English Reading,
adapted to every taste and capacity : With
Literary Anecdotes. New and cheaper
Edition. Fcp. 8vo. price 5s.

Raikes. A Portion of the Journal kept
by THOMAS RAIKES, Esq., from!831 to 1847 :

Comprising Reminiscences of Social and
Political Life in London and Paris during
that period. Second Edition,. Yols. I. and
II. post 8vo. with Portrait, price 21s.

V Vols. III. and IV., with Portraits of Count Mon-
trond and Prince Talleyrand, after Sketches by Count
D'Orsay, and completing the work, are in the press.

Reade. Man in Paradise : A Poem in

Six Books. With Lyrical Poems. By
JOHN EDMUND READE, Author of "

Italy,"
" Revelations of Life," &c. Second Edition.

Fcp. 8vo. 5s.

Dr. Reece's Medical Guide : Comprising
a complete Modern Dispensatory, and a

Practical Treatiseonthe distinguishing Symp-
toms, Causes, Prevention, Cure, and Pallia-

tion of the Diseases incident to the Human
Frame. Seventeenth Edition, corrected and

enlarged by the Author's Son, DR. H. REECE,
M.R.C.S., &c. 8vo. 12s.

Rich's Illustrated Companion to the
Latin Dictionaryand Greek Lexicon : Form-

ing a Glossary of all the Words representing
Visible Objects connected with the Arts,

Manufactures, and Every-Day Life of the

Ancients. With about 2,000 Woodcuts
from the Antique. Post 8vo. 21s.

Horsemanship ; or, the Art of Riding
and Managing a Horse, adapted to the Guid-
ance of Ladies and Gentlemen on the Road
and in the Field : With Instructions for

Breaking-in Colts and Young Horses. By
CAPTAIN RICHAEDSON, late of the 4th Light
Dragoons. With 5 Plates. Square crown
8ro. 14s.

Riddle's Complete Latin-English anc

English-Latin Dictionary, for the use o

Colleges and Schools. New and cheapei
Edition, revised and corrected. 8vo. 21s.

e^mmtplv / The English-Latin Dictionary, 7s.
separately |The Laliu_E.rig u'sn Dictionary, 15s.

Riddle's Diamond Latin-English Dictionary
A Guide to the Meaning, Quality, and

right Accentuation of Latin Classical Words
Royal 32rno. price 4s.

Riddle's Copious and Critical Latin-

English Lexicon, founded on the German-
Latin Dictionaries of Dr. William Freund.
New and cheaper Edition. Post 4to. 31s. 6d.

Rivers's Rose-Amateur's Guide
;
contain-

ing ample Descriptions of all the fine leading
varieties of Roses, regularly classed in their

respective Families
;

their History and
Mode of Culture. Fifth Edition, corrected

and improved. Fcp. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Roberts. The Social History of the

People of the Southern Counties of England
in Past Centuries, illustrated in regard to

their Habits, Municipal Bye-Laws, Civil

Progress, &c., from the Researches of

GEOKGKE ROBEETS, Author of Life of the

DukeofMonmouth) &c. 8vo. with Woodcuts,

price 18s.

Dr. E. Robinson's Greek and English
Lexicon to the Greek Testament. A New
Edition, revised and in great part re-written,

8vo. price 18s.

Mr. Henry Rogers's Essays selected from

Contributions to the Edinburgh Review.

Second and cheaper Edition, with Additions,

3 vols. fcp. 8vo. 21s.

Dr. Roget's Thesaurus of English Words
and Phrases classified and arranged so as to

facilitate the Expression of Ideas and assist

in Literary Composition. Third Edition,
revised and improved. Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Ronalds's Fly-Fisher's Entomology :

With coloured Representations of the

Natural and Artificial Insect, and a few Ob-

servations and Instructions on Trout and

Grayling Fishing. Fifth Edition, thoroughly
revised by an Experienced Fly -Fisher ;

with

20 Plates coloui'ed after improved patterns.

8vo. 14s.

Rowton's Debater : A Series of complete
Debates, Outlines of Debates, and Questions
for Discussion ;

with ample References

to the best Sources of Information. New
Edition. Fcr). 8vo. 6s.
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etters of Rachel Lady Russell. A New
Edition, including several unpublished Let-

ters, together with those edited by Miss
BEEEY. With Portraits, Vignettes, and
Facsimile. 2 vols. post 8vo. price 15s.

he Life of William Lord Russell. By
the Right Hon. LOED JOHN RUSSELL, M.P.
Fourth Edition

;
with a Portrait after Sir

Peter Lely. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d.

John (Mrs.) Audubon the Natu-
ralist in the New World : His Adventures
and Discoveries. By MES. HOEACE ST.

JOHN. Fcp. 8vo. price 2s. 6d.

ie Saints our Example. By the Author
of Letters to my Unknown Friends, &c. Fcp.
3vo. price 7s.

r. L. Schmitz's History of Greece, from
the Earliest Times to the Taking of Corinth

by the Romans, B.C. 146, mainly based upon
Bishop Thirlwall's History. Fourth Edition,
with Supplementary Chapters on the Lite-

rature and Arts of Ancient Greece; and
illustrated with a Map of Athens, and 137

Woodcuts, designed from the Antique by
G. Scharf, jun., F.S.A. 12mo. 7s. 6d.

'The fourth edition of Dr. Schmitz's History of
>ece has been improved by the addition of chapters on
eek art and literature,- a want which \ve had occasion

to notice in our review of a rival manual. Dr.
imitz's book must now be considered the most complete
glish history of Greece in a single volume, and well
culated to form either an introduction or a companion
he great works of Bishop Thirlwall and Mr. Grote. Its

ue is enhanced by numerous woodcuts by Mr. G. Scharf,

., of much higher quality than we usually meet with in

mentary books." GUABDIAN, Oct. 22, 1856.

cott The Danes and the Swedes:
\ Being an Account of a Yisit to Denmark,
I including Schleswig-Holstein and the Danish
t Islands

;
with a Peep into Jutland, and a

Journey across the Peninsula of Sweden.

Embracing a Sketch of the most interesting
points in the History of those Countries.

I'

By CHAELES HENEY SCOTT. Post 8vo.

[ price 10s. 6d.

fcrivenor's History of the Iron Trade,
from the Earliest Records to the Present
Period. New Edition, corrected. 8vo.

j

price 10s. 6d.

Sir Edward Seaward's Narrative of his

Shipwreck, and consequent Discovery of
j

certain Islands in the Caribbean Sea.

j
Third Edition. 2 vols. post 8vo. 21s. An

j
ABBIDGMENT, in 16mo. price 2s. 6d.

Fhe Sermoii in the Mount. Printed by
C. Whittingham, uniformly with the Thumb
Sidle ; bound and clasped. 64mo. Is. 6d.

Sewell. Amy Herbert. By a Lady.
Edited by the Rev. WILLIAM SEWELL, B.D.,
Fellow and Tutor of Exeter College, Oxford.
New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. price 6s.

Sewell. The Earl's Daughter. By the
Author of Amy Herbert. Edited by the Rer.
W. SEWELL, B.D. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. 9s.

Sewell. Gertrude : A Tale. By the
Author of Amy Herbert. Edited by the Rev.
W. SEWELL, B.D. New Edition. Fcp.
8vo. price 6s.

Sewell. Laneton Parsonage : A Tale for

Children, on the Practical Use of a portion
of the Church Catechism. By the Author
of Amy Herbert. Edited by the Rev. W.
SEWELL, B.D. New Edition. 3 vols. fcp.
8vo. price 16s.

Sewell. Margaret Percival. By the
Author of Amy Herbert. Edited by the Rev.
W. SEWELL, B.D. New Edition. 2 vols

fcp. 8vo. price 12s.

By the same Author,

Ivors. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. price 12s.

Cleve Hall. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. price 12s.

The Experience of Life. New Edition. Fcp.
8vo. price 7s. 6d.

Katharine Ashton. New Edition. 2 vols.

fcp. 8vo. price 12s.

Readings for Every Day in Lent : Compiled
from the Writings of BISHOP JEEEMT
TAYLOE. Fcp. 8vo. price 5s.

Readings for a Montlupreparatory to Confirma-

tion : Compiled from the Works of Writers
of the Early and of the English Church.
New and cheaper Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 4s.

Bowdler's Family Shakspeare : In which

nothing is added to the Original Text
; but

those words and expressions are omitted

which cannot with propriety be read aloud.

New Edition, in Pocket Yolumes ; with C6

Woodcuts, from Designs by Smirke,Howard,
and other Artists. 6 vols. fcp. 8vo. 30s.

%* A LIBEABY EDITION, with the same Illustrations, in

1 vol. medium 8vo. price 21s.

Sharp's New British Gazetteer^pr Topo-

graphical Dictionary of the British Islands

and Narrow Seas : Comprising concise De-

scriptions of about Sixty Thousand Places,

Seats, Natural Features, and Objects ofNote,
founded on the best authorities. 2 vols.

8vo. price 2. 16s.
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Short Whist; its Rise, Progress, and
Laws : With Observations to make any one a

Whist-Player. Containing also the Laws of

Piquet, Cassino, Ecarte, Cribbage, Back-

gammon. By Major A. New Edition j
to

which are added, Precepts for Tyros, by
Mrs. B. Fcp. 8vo. 3s.

Sinclair. The Journey of Life. By
CATHERINE SINCLAIR, Author of The Busi-

ness of Life. New Edition, corrected and

enlarged. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.

Sir Roger De Coverley. From The Spec-
tator. With Notes and Illustrations, by
W. HENEY WILLS ;

and 12 Wood Engrav-
ings from Designs by F. TATLEE. Second
and cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d. ;

or 21s. in morocco by Hayday. An Edition
without Woodcuts, in 16ino. price Is.

Smee's Elements of Electro-Metallurgy.
Third Edition, revised, corrected, and con-

siderably enlarged ; with Electrotypes and
numerous Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Smith (G.) Harmony of the Divine

Dispensations : A Series of Discourses on
Select Portions of Holy Scripture, designed
to show the Spirituality, Efficacy, and Har-

mony of the Divine Revelations* made to

Mankind from the Beginning. By GEOEGE
SMITH, F.A.S., &c. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Smith (G.) Sacred Annals
; or, Eesearches

into the History and Keligion of Mankind.

By GEOEGE SMITH, F.A.S., &c. 3 vols.

crown 8vo. price 1. 14s.

Vol. I. - THE PATRIARCHAL AGE, from the Cre-
ation to the Death of Isaac. Crown 8vo. price 10s.

Vox,. II. THE HEBREW PEOPLE, from the Origin
of the Israelite Nation to the Time of Christ. Crown
8vo. in 2 Parts, price 12s.

Vol. III. THE GENTILE NATIONS- Egyptians,
Assyrians, Babylonians, Medes, Persians, Greeks,
and Romans. Crown 8vo. in 2 Parts, price 12s.

Smith (J.) The Voyage and Shipwreck
of St. Paul : With Dissertations on the Life

and Writings of St. Luke, and the Ships and

Navigation of the Ancients. By JAMES
SMITH, of Jordanhill, Esq., F.R.S. Second

Edition, with additional Proofs and Illus-

trations
; Charts, Views, and Woodcuts.

Crown Svo. 8s. 6d.

A Memoir of the Rev. Sydney Smith.

By his Daughter, LADY HOLLAND. With
a Selection from his Letters, edited by
Mus. AUSTIN. New Edition. 2 vols. Svo. 28s.

The Rev. Sydney Smith's Miscellaneou
Works : Including his Contributions to Th

Edinburgh Review. Three Editions :

1. A LIBRARY EDITION (the Fourtk\ in 3 vols. Sv<

with Portrait, 36s.

2. Complete in ONE VOLUME, with Portrait and Vi
. nette. Square crown 8vo. price 21s. cloth ; or 30

bound in calf.

3. Another NEW EDITION, in 3 vols. fcp. 8vo. price 21

The Rev. Sydney Smith's Elemental
Sketches of Moral Philosophy, delivered i

the Royal Institution in the Years 180

1805, and 1806. Third and cheaper Editioi

Fcp. 8vo. 7s.

Robert Southey's Complete Poetics

Works ; containing all the Author's last Ii

troductions and Notes. Complete in Oi

Volume,withPortrait andVignette. Mediu
8vo. price 21s. cloth ;

42s. bound in morocc

Or in 10 vols. fcp. 8vo. with Portrait at

19 Plates, price 35s.

Select Works of the British Poets
;
fro

Chaucer to Lovelace inclusive. Wi
Biographical Sketches by the late ROBEI

SOUTHEY. Medium 8vo. price 30s.

Southev's Correspondence. Selectioi

from the Letters of Robert Southey, &

Edited by his Son-in-Law, the Rev. Joi

WOOD WAETER, B.D., Vicar of W<
Tarring, Sussex. 4 vols. post 8vo. price 4!

The Life and Correspondence of the late Kob<

Southey. Edited by his Son, the R<

C. C. SOUTHEY, M.A., Vicar of Ardlei^

With Portraits and Landscape Illust:

tions. 6 vols. post 8vo. price 63s.

Southey's The Doctor &c. complete
One Volume. Edited by the Rev. J.

"

WAETEE, B.D. With Portrait, Vignet

Bust, and coloured Plate. New Editi<

Square crown 8vo. price 21s.

Southey's Commonplace-Books, complete

Four Volumes. Edited by the Rev. J.

WAETER, B.D. 4 vols. square crown 8

price 3. 18s.

Each Commovvlace-BooJc, complete in itself, may
had separately, as follows :

FIRST SERIES -CHOICE PASSAGES, &c. 18s.

SECOND SERIES SPECIAL COLLECTIONS. 18s.

THIBD SERIES-ANALYTICAL EEADINGS. 21s.

FOURTH SERIES-ORIGINAL MEMORANDA, &c. 5

Southey's Life of Wesley ;
and Rise a

Progress of Methodism. New Edition, w

Notes and Additions. Edited by the B
C. C. SOUTHEY, M.A. 2 vols. 8vo. w
2 Portraits, price 28s.
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Spencer. The Principles of Psychology.
By HERBERT SPENCER, Author of Social

Statics. 8vo. 16s.

Stainton. June: A Book for the Country
in Summer Time. By H. T. STAINTON,
Author of The Entomologist's Manual, and va-

rious other popular Works on Natural His-

tory. Fcp. 8vo. 3s.

Stephen. Lectures on the History of
France. By the Eight Hon. SIR JAMES
STEPHEN,K.C.B.,LL.D.,Professor of Modern
History in the University of Cambridge.
Second Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. price 24s.

Stephen. Essays in Ecclesiastical Bio-

graphy ;
from The Edinburgh Review. By

theRight Hon. SIR JAMES STEPHEN, K.C.B.,
LL.D., Professor of Modern History in

the University of Cambridge. Third Edi-
tion. 2 vols. 8vo. 24s.

Stonehenge. The Greyhound: Being a
Treatise on the Art of Breeding, Rearing,
and Training Greyhounds for Public Run-
ning ; their Diseases and Treatment : Con-

taining also Rules for the Management of

Coursing Meetings, and for the Decision of
Courses. By STONEHENGE. With Frontis-

piece and many Woodcuts. Square crown
8vo. 21s.

Stow. The Training System, Moral
Training School, and Normal Seminary for

preparing Schoolmasters and Governesses.

By DAVID STOW, Esq., Honorary Secretary
to the Glasgow Normal Free Seminary.
Tenth Edition

; with Plates and Woodcuts.
Post 8vo. price 6s.

trachey. Hebrew Politics in the Times
of Sargon and Sennacherib : An Inquiry into
the Historical Meaning and Purpose of the

Prophecies of Isaiah, with some Notice of
their Bearings on the Social and Political

Life of England, By EDWARD STRACHEY,
Esq. Cheaper Issue. 8vo. price 8s. 6d.

By the same Author,

ffiracles and Science. Post 8vo. price Is.

'ayler. Christian Aspects of Faith and
Duty : Twenty Discourses. By JOHN
JAMES TAYLER, B.A. Second Edition.
Post 8vo. price 7s. 6d.

n

aylor. Loyola : And Jesuitism in its

'Rudiments. By ISAAC TAYLOR. PostSvo.
price 10s. 6d.

Taylor. Wesley and Methodism. By
i

ISAAC TAYLOR. Post 8vo. Portrait, 10s. 6d.

Tegoborski. Commentaries on the Pro-
ductive Forces of Russia. By L. DE
TEGOBORSKI, Privy-Councillor and Member
of the Imperial Council of Russia. Vols. I.

and II. 8vo. price 14s. each.

Thacker's Courser's Annual Remem-
brancer and Stud-Book : Being an Alpha-
betical Return of the Running at all the

Public Coursing Clubs in England, Ireland,
and Scotland, for the Season 1855-56 ; with
the Pedigrees (as far as received) of the

DOGS. By ROBERT ABRAM WELSH, Liver-

pool. 8vo. 21s.

*** Published annually in October.

Thirlwall.-The History of Greece. By
the Right Rev. the LORD BISHOP of ST.
DAVID'S (the Rev. Connop Thirlwall). An
improved Library Edition

j
with Maps. 8

vols. 8vo. price 3.

*
#
*

Also, an Edition in 8 vols. fcp. 8vo.
with Yignette Titles, price 28s.

Thomson's Seasons. Edited by Bolton

CORNEY, Esq. Illustrated with 77 fine

Wood Engravings from Designs by Mem-
bers of the Etching Club. Square crown 8vo.

21s. cloth j or 36s. bound in morocco.

Thomson (the Rev. W.) The Atoning
Work of Christ reviewed in relation to some
current Theories

;
in Eight Bampton Lec-

tures, with numerous Notes. By the Rev.

W. THOMSON, M.A., Provost of Queen's

College, Oxford. 8vo. 8s.

Thomson. An Outline of the Laws of Thought:
Being a Treatise on Pure and Applied Logic.

By the Rev. W. THOMSON, M.A. Third

Edition, enlarged. Fcp. 8vo. price 7s. 6d.

Thomson's Tables of Interest, at Three,
Four, Four-and-a-Half, and Five per Cent.,
from One Pound to Ten Thousand, and from
1 to 365 Days, in a regular progression of

single Days ;
with Interest at all the above

Rates, from One to Twelve Months, and
from One to Ten Years. Also, numerous
other Tables of Exchanges, Time, and Dis-

counts. New Edition. 12rno. price 8s.

Thornbury. Shakspeare's England ; or,

Sketches of Social History during the Reign
of Elizabeth. By G-. W. THORNBURY,
Author of History of the Buccaneers^ &c.

2 vols. crown Svo. 21s.

The Thumb Bible
; or, Verbum Sempi-

ternum. By J. TAYLOR. Being an Epi-
tome of the Old and New Testaments in

English Terse. Reprinted from the Edition
of 1693; bound and clasped. 64mo. Is. 6d.
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Wheeler (H. M.) A Popular Harmony
ofthe Bible, Historically and Chronologically

arranged. By HENEY M. WHEELEE, Author
of Hebrewfor Adults^ &c. Fcp. Svo. 5s.

Wheeler (J.T.) The Life and Travels of

Herodotus in the Fifth Century before

Christ : An imaginary Biography, founded
on fact, illustrative of the History, Manners,
Eeligion, Literature, Arts, and Social Con-
dition of the Greeks, Egyptians, Persians,

Babylonians, Hebrews, Scythians, and other

Ancient Nations, in the Days of Pericles

and Nehemiah. By J. TALBOYS WHEELEE,
F.E.G.S. 2 vols. post 8vo. with Map, 21s.

Wheeler. The Geography of Herodotus De-

veloped, Explained, and Illustrated from
Modern Researches and Discoveries. By
J. TALBOYS WHEELEB, F.R.G.S. With
Maps and Plans. 8vo. price 18s.

Whitelocke's Journal of the English
Embassy to the Court of Sweden in the

Years 1653 and 1654. A New Edition,
revised by HENEY REEVE, Esq., F.S.A.
2 rols. Svo. 24s.

Willich's Popular Tables for ascertaining
the Yalue of Lifehold, Leasehold, and Church

Property, Renewal Fines, &c. Third Edition^
with additional Tables of Natural or Hyper-
bolic Logarithms, Trigonometry,Astronomy,
Geography, &c. Post Svo. price 9s.

SUPPLEMENT, price Is.

Wilmot's Abridgment of Blackstone's
Commentaries on the Laws of England, in-

tended for the use of Young Persons, and

comprised in a series of Letters from a Father
to his Daughter. A New Edition, corrected

and brought down to the Present Day, by
SIR JOHN E. EAEDLEY WILMOT, Bart.

12mo. price 6s. 6d.

Wilson (E.) The Dissector's Manual
of Practical and Surgical Anatomy. By
EEAS:MTTS WILSON, F.R.S. Second Edition,
corrected and improved ; with 25 additional

Woodcuts by Bagg. 12tno. 12s. Gd.

Wilson (W.) BryologiaBritannica : Con-

taining the Mosses of Great Britain and
Ireland systematically arrangedand described

according to the Method of Bruck and

Schimper ; with 61 illustrative Plates. Being
a New Edition, enlarged and altered, of the

Muscoloyia Britannica of Messrs. Hooker and

Taylor. By WILLIAM WILSON, President

of the Warrington Natural History Society.
Svo. 42s. ; or, with the Plates coloured,

price 4. 4s. cloth.

Woods. The Past Campaign : A Sketch
of the War in the East, from the Departure
of Lord Raglan to the Fall of Sebastopol.

By N. A. WOODS, late Special Correspon-
dent to the Morning Herald at the Seat of

War. 2 vols. post Svo. price 21s.

Yonge. A New English-Greek Lexicon":

Containing all the Greek Words used by
Writers of good authority. By C. D.

YONGE, B.A. Second Edition, revised and
corrected. Post 4to. price 21s.

Yonge's New Latin Gradus : Containing
Every Word used by the Poets of good
authority. For the use of Eton, West-

minster, Winchester, Harrow, Charterhouse,
and Rugby Schools ; King's College, Lon-
don ;

and Maryborough College. Fourth

Edition. Post Svo. 9s. APPENDIX of Epi-
thets classified according to their English

Meaning, p'ice 3s. 6d.

Youatt. The Horse. By William Youatt.
With a Treatise of Draught. New Edition,
with numerous Wood Engravings, from

Designs by William Harvey. (Messrs.
LONGMAN and Co.'s Edition should be or-

dered.) Svo. price 10s.

Youatt. The Dog. By William Youatt,

A New Edition ;
with numerous Engravings,

from Designs by W. Harvey. Svo. 6s.

Young. The Christ of History : An
Argument grounded in the Facts of His

Life on Earth. By the Rev. JOHN YOUNG,
LL.D. Edin. Post Svo. 7s. 6d.

Young. The Mystery; or, Evil and God. fcy

the Rev. JOHN YOTJNG, LL.D. Edin. Post

Svo. 7s. 6d.

Young (E.) Prae-Raffaellitism ; or, a

Popular Inquiry into some newly-asserted

Principles connected with the Philosophy,

Poetry, Religion, and Revolution of Art.

By the Rev. EDWAED YOUNG, M..*.. oi

Trinity College, Cambridge ;
Author oiArt,

its Constitution and Capacities. Post Svo.

[Just ready.

Zurnpt's Grammar of the Latin Lan-

guage. Translated and adapted for the

use of English Students by DE. L. SCHMITZ,
F.R.S.E. : With numerous Additions and

Corrections by the Author and Translator.

4th Edition, thoroughly revised. Svo. 14s.

[Novemler 1856.
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